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Daisy Field Notes
- Ellen Chia
A towering landmark
Overlooking swards of green The coconut tree fans out
Leaves like bristled teeth,
Combing through phantom strands
In the late afternoon sky.
A crow launches from
One of these leafy combs,
Littering hasty wingbeats
And persecuting caws,
Sailing across acres
Of vegetable plots with
No scarecrow in sight
To police it.
Half a mile down the path,
Three Asian openbill storks
Perch centerstage on a paddy field Stoic sages robed white with
Scruffy grey sleeves
Dispensing maxims to
Budding disciples; the listeners
Asway in decorous consensus.
Then, unannounced,
A heavily pregnant ginger cat
Strays onto my path (or I hers),
Her searching lemon drop eyes
Measuring my intent Severing at once,
The daisy chain of reveries
I have been weaving.
I give her a wide berth and continue
On my way and she into
The shrubbery shade.

Rejoice
- Deonte Osayande
Praise those who I've forsaken,
praise them for doing the same
to me. Praise the days gone by
unnoticed, give many thanks
to them. Give thanks for children
I have not made, those regrets
never birthed. Worship Narcissus
for giving us an example to follow
into the murky depths. Worship
the depths for being. For being
so heavy you didn't realize sadness
consumed you into its icy waters
when it did. Praise depression for
giving you an enemy when your
nemesis has been you
the entire time. Praise
the slump, praise it,
for without it you
would not know joy.

Revisitations
- Ed Ahern
My life’s settings are kept in memory
and rarely traveled back to.
For what I remember of the places
where I grew or deformed
resonates truer than a reviewing.
The cocoons I spun to live in
softened my world view
and cushioned my encounters.
The houses and cottages of my life
are furnished in memoriam
If I do revisit a former home
it is diminished and alien,
for what I valued of it left with me,
and those who shared my residence
are altered or departed.

The Cemetery Plot
- David MacPherson
The faceless sign expressed a simple idea: "A Place in Eternity for only $349!" Jacob
noticed it on his drive home from his job at the Social Security office. The billboard stood where
the highway passed Greenwood Cemetery, twenty miles east of Pittsburgh. Fall was Jacob's
favorite season but he sensed its end ̶ the leaves of the forests of western Pennsylvania were
starting to give up their hold. Eternal care for under a grand did seem reasonable, he thought. But
like most prices shown on ads, this might be the bare-bones offer ̶ a plot right next to the
highway, your eternity showered with fast food bags and crushed beer cans. And the sign
offered no adjective describing "eternity." Was the promise a happy eternity or a quiet eternity or
an eternity of nothingness? The sign's ambiguity seemed its central truth.
For Jacob, it seemed premature to think about burial plots. He was only in his early
fifties, a little overweight, but healthy, as far as he knew. Despite his thinning hair, he believed
those judging him would not label him old but comfortably middle-aged.
On Jacob's annual visit to his family doctor last week, Dr. Cristo had declared him fit.
Jacob asked him to run "every test in the book."
The bearded man laughed, a little too dismissively Jacob thought. "About 5% of tests in
normal people show up as abnormal and don't mean anything," he said. "We'll run the usual tests
for someone who seems healthy."
Jacob got stuck on "seems healthy." He heard his co-workers' voices at his future funeral.
"He seemed so healthy!" Every few months Jacob would hear of a distant friend or colleague's
untimely death from cancer or a heart attack or less often now as his acquaintances age, car
wrecks. He remembered the 3 a.m. drives home from parties when he was in his twenties, the
oncoming headlights on the two-lane highway poised to wander over the double yellow line.
Even then, death was a few feet away. And who's to say it wouldn't happen on dry pavement and
sunny skies, the other driver texting, or passing out from a seizure or low blood sugar, or
distracted while fiddling with the car clock after daylight savings time kicked in.
After he pulled onto his driveway, he sat in his car, a used Prius he had bought three
years ago. It wasn't unusual for him to sit on the driveway listening to an NPR news story finish
up. Today, the radio was off, and his thoughts pulled at him. He had decided a few years back to
be cremated, but now, given climate change, wondered if by doing so he would waste his efforts
at reducing his lifetime carbon footprint. All those winter days wearing three layers inside his
home, the thermostat set at 64, offset by the fuel needed to turn his growing frame into ash. He
hadn't spoken yet of this concern to Wanda, his wife, so if it happened, the fire would be lit. And
just what to be done with his ashes remained undecided. As he stepped from his car, he planned
to bring this up with her after dinner, but that got lost in the Penguin's home opener, along with a
thought that popped into his head between periods: does planning the arrangements hasten one's
demise? Best not to think about it.
During the third period, the Pens were down four zip. His phone dinged with a new
message ̶ his blood test results were back. He could view them through the portal to the health
system.
It took him three tries to enter the password correctly. Dr. Cristo's summary message was
short. "Test results look fine. See you next year." A little too informal, Jacob thought. But Dr.
Cristo was a busy man. Jacob viewed the numbers just to make sure the doctor hadn't missed
anything. His cholesterol results were okay ̶ high "good" cholesterol and low "bad" cholesterol ̶
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silly descriptors really, and a little paternalistic, dumbing down the words. Next was the CBC
result ̶ blood counts, he knew from the forensic pathology show he watched faithfully. He was
surprised at so many numbers, about twenty different values. He hadn't remembered that many
types of blood cells from high-school biology. All were in the normal range except the "abs
mono" count. It was high, not by a lot, but definitely outside the normal range, shown in bold
text with an "H" by the result. The result shouted at him, "Don't miss this!!"
Damn it. He began typing a message to Dr. Cristo but the man had judged his results as
fine. He said 5% of results were abnormal even in people who were healthy. That was hard to
understand. If you were healthy, wouldn't your test results be normal? But the man knew what he
was doing. He didn't need some neurotic bugging him.
The internet offered some answers. The high result referred to "absolute monocyte
count." The Merck Consumer site stated the possibilities dispassionately. "An increased number
of monocytes in the blood (monocytosis) occurs in response to chronic infections, in
autoimmune disorders, in blood disorders, and in certain cancers."
He didn't have an infection he knew of, nor an autoimmune disorder, and the fact that he
had a high count meant he had a blood disorder, didn't it? So Jacob was left with the "C" word.
Christ, he had cancer ̶ something was brewing somewhere he couldn't yet feel. Dr. Cristo had
examined him, probing all sorts of places, armpits, testicles, tapping the way they do on his back
and belly. He hadn't found anything. But something small, pea sized, full of monocytes perhaps,
hidden deep in his generous belly might easily be missed. The cancer would grow as large as a
melon before it could be felt. And by that time, it would be too late.
He shut off the TV. Wanda was asleep on the couch, softly snoring. She fell asleep earlier
these past few years. He never liked waking her ̶ she had struggled with insomnia for years. He
covered her with a blanket and went to bed, hoping to hide from his reeling mind. It didn't work.
By morning, he was convinced he hadn't slept more than a few minutes. As he drove to work, he
looked towards the cemetery and saw only the back of the sign advertising the plot sale.
Jacob's work as a disability examiner was busy. Social Security disability claims spiked
after the recession ten years back, and the freeze on government hiring left his office short
staffed ̶ they were horribly behind. His cubicle was stacked with thick, light green folders of
claims awaiting his review. A cart piled high with further backlog stood outside his cubicle. In
addition, five boxes were scattered around the cubicle, each containing the complete records of
the most complex cases, one case per box. The most positive description of his work, told to
those he wanted to impress ̶ the prettier woman in his book group, or the men in his summer
tennis league ̶ was that he was privileged to read the fascinating stories of man's (and woman's)
struggle with life. That fascination had worn off. The stories of years of debilitating back pain,
the cause indiscernible from the doctor's notes and MRI results, no longer tugged at him. More
and more, he guessed the stories were exaggerations of misery, over told for money to feed
addiction. Only rarely now would Jacob feel any emotion toward these people.
Today, Jacob slated the morning to review one of the complex cases. The records told the
story of Michael Dombroski, born in December, 1983, now thirty-five years of age. From the
psychiatrist's notes, the man came from a wealthy background, attended a private prep school in
the Pittsburgh suburbs, and did well enough to matriculate to Cornell. The file included a high
school yearbook picture. A thin, long faced young man with kind eyes peered at Jacob from the
file. During his freshman year, Michael began seeing visions. These were initially attributed to
hallucinogens ("shrooms") but, off drugs entirely for a few months, the sights no one else saw
persisted and worsened. He left school and returned to his home in Mt. Lebanon. The story got
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more colorful with the boys revelation, labeled as paranoia, that his future would include
suffering and death at a young age, not from natural causes, but from society's malevolence
toward him and his ideas. The young man endured numerous hospitalizations, Jacob estimated
thirty, many of which were seventy-two hour holds in the locked units. Some had been triggered
by voices the boy heard suggesting he kill himself. However, because Michael tended to
mumble, most recorders weren't sure those were the exact words he used. Other hospitalizations
were longer, the longest six months, and were paid not by insurance but by his parents. Michael
rejected that he was the son of Margaret and Anthony Dombroski and asserted he was the son of
God. He moved to the street searching for disciples.
Although his competency to manage his own affairs was questioned and debated at
several hearings, he always made enigmatic statements that floated close enough to reality to
allow him to remain independent. He even had held a few jobs: fast food worker, car wash
attendant, and a brief stint snapping license photos at the Department of Motor Vehicles. A year
ago, Michael stopped into a local church, hoping for a gift card for food, and was befriended by a
retired attorney, whom Michael learned to trust. The social security disability application shortly
followed and now rested in Jacob's hands.
He finished reviewing the last page in the files at 4 p.m. Usually, cases this large tested
his perseverance, but Michael's file stayed interesting throughout, a long story, or better, an
incomplete novel still building to some sort of climax Jacob couldn't predict.
On the drive home, Jacob began thinking of the plot sale sign a mile or two before he
would reach it. As he passed by the cemetery entrance, the car ahead of him turned in ̶ likely a
widow or widower visiting their loved one, keeping the grass and weeds trim, perhaps offering a
small bouquet or straightening the flag that marked their spouse's military service. He had never
visited the cemetery ̶ Jacob worried it was another way to jinx him.
He didn't think Wanda would visit his grave after he died. Not that she didn't love him,
more that her practical side, the side that didn't believe in God, or larger things of any sort, would
judge cemetery visits a waste of time. They had no children, and Jacob wasn't particularly close
to his brothers or sisters, so who would visit their graves? She told him a few months after they
married that should she die before him, she wanted no funeral, no church memorial, no grave.
"Burn me up and scatter me wherever you want." Her certainty could be annoying. Jacob had a
different view. He hoped some mark of his life would remain somewhere for some time. Though
he knew he ultimately would be forgotten. Wanda reminded him that the list of those
remembered forever, from the perspective of a fourteen billion year old universe, contained no
names. But fourteen billion years might be the wrong time frame, he argued.
The next Saturday, Wanda and he were on their way to the grocery store when they drove
past a line of cars passing through the wrought iron entry gates to Greenwood. The little flags
fixed to their cars fluttered in grief. The line was long, maybe forty or fifty cars. Jacob hadn't yet
discussed the blood results with Wanda. Work had effectively pushed the concern behind him.
The line of cars brought it back.
He wondered after his body became consumed by monocytes how long his line of cars
might be. Certainly not forty or fifty. His three siblings would attend, and Wanda of course, and
probably three or four in cars from the office, and a few neighbors, and a few of the tennis guys.
He guessed in the end the line would struggle to reach twenty. And certainly, if he lived to a ripe
old age, the line would be even shorter, those who knew him culled before him. What if he lived
to one hundred and was in a care home? If that happened, the only car in the line would be the
hearse, and not even that if he was cremated ̶ you don't need a hearse for ashes.
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A homeless man was camped out near the entrance of the grocery store. Jacob and Wanda
would have to pass him. The man, his black hair tied back in a pony tail, had propped a small
cardboard sign on his pack which read, "Please spare some change for food for my dog." The
dog, a medium sized mixed breed with dark brown fur looked at Jacob with sad eyes. The
homeless man stared away. Jacob was startled by how much this man looked like an older streetworn Michael Dombrowski. He never met the people whose stories he reviewed in the office. He
thought to stop and say hello. Jacob had no change in his pocket and no small bills he could
remember in his wallet so passed by feeling the dog's eyes on him.
It pulled at him as he walked the store aisles pushing his cart. It sure might be him He
couldn't just ask the man, "Hey, are you Michael Dombrowski?" If he was, what then? He
couldn't say, "Hey, I know all about you!" And if he wasn't, how would he reply to the question,
"Who's Michael Dombrowski?" Even mentioning a client's name in public breached
confidentiality. And he hadn't yet made up his mind about the Dombrowski case. If it were this
man at the store, recommending granting the disability seemed just ̶ one look at this guy told
you he needed help.
As Wanda and he exited the store, pushing their cart, Jacob pulled out a twenty dollar bill
and handed it to the man. "Bless you," the man mumbled. The dog wagged its tail tentatively.
Jacob was about to lean over to pet the animal when he was stopped by Wanda's eye roll.
Wanda drove. At the stop light near the cemetery, she broke the silence. "That's a lot to
give a homeless guy."
"Yeah, maybe."
"Do you think he's really going to buy food for his dog?"
"I don't know. Didn't seem right to challenge him." Jacob was looking at the plot sign
again. "He kind of reminded me of a case I'm reviewing." He pointed to the sign. "Ya know, I've
been thinking about getting a cemetery plot for us."
Wanda glanced at him with raised eyebrows. "What?"
"Well, you know. We're all going to die sometime. Might as well take advantage of a
sale."
"I thought you wanted to be cremated?"
"Yes."
"Won't I just scatter you somewhere then? I told you a long time ago that's what I wanted.
I mean, what's the plot for?"
"You can't just pull out the spreader and scatter me on the lawn or something. It's illegal."
"Who's going to know? And what spreader setting should I use?"
"You're not taking this seriously. Wouldn't you be upset if you learned the last owner of
our house sprinkled his wife in our front bushes?"
"Seems like a better purpose for her remains than sitting in some box in the ground ̶ our
bushes are growing like crazy."
He had to admit she had a point ̶ the bushes looked great. At times, her pragmatism was
irritating. And he didn't want to think about her every spring trimming.
The next Wednesday, he left work a little early and turned into the cemetery on his way
home. The cemetery office, lushly carpeted, was lit by incandescent lamps set on wooden end
tables that flanked a couch. Jacob thought a fireplace might have enhanced the warmth of the
room, though on second thought, understood why it might be perceived as distasteful.
A man about Jacob's age entered the room from the back. He wore a white shirt with a
maroon tie. "May I help you?"
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"I saw your sign out front. I'm interested in possibly buying a plot for my wife and
myself."
"Yes, we've had many folks stop in."
The salesman directed Jacob to a notebook set on a coffee table. The laminated pages
described the many plot options. "What type of plot are you looking for?"
"Well, my wife and I intend to be cremated. I'm not too fond of mausoleums and would
prefer something outside."
They reviewed the possible locations on a map of the cemetery. "Before you make a
selection, I encourage you to take a look at the sites. You don't have to, but I think it's important
for you to see the spot. Your wife also, of course."
Though Jacob wondered whether keeping Wanda in the dark had some sort of legal
implication, he couldn't imagine her agreeing to a plot. He would have to do it on his own. "My
wife's uncomfortable in cemeteries."
"I see. That's not uncommon."
"How long is the sale on?" As he said it, Jacob wondered what would have prompted the
birth of the sale, and what factors would lead to its demise ̶ like anything in life, the cemeteries
must compete for their dead.
"The sale isn't likely to end soon. Take your time in making your choice."
Jacob took the map and over the next half hour drove to the three options for him and his
wife's final resting place. None had spectacular views but each was peaceful, the roar of the
highway softened by the distance and intervening copse. Jacob could imagine fall days in the
plot shining with the red and yellow spectacles of the hardwoods. None of the three sections had
many occupants so he would have little choice of neighbors. Determined to get this over, he
made his selection with a little disappointment, like selecting a table lamp that he knew would
cease to be noticed a week or two after purchase. He returned to the office two days later on his
way home and wrote a check for $1,850 for two plots, hoping Wanda wouldn't notice it on the
bank statement. The price per plot was three times the price on the sign but it did include an
eternity of care, and he kept thinking about the fact that you only do this once.
Two days later, Wanda and he sat at the kitchen table finishing first morning coffee and
immersed in their phones.
"What's this check for $1,800 about?" she asked.
"What?" He knew immediately what she was asking but needed time.
"There's a check for $1,850 that just cleared. I didn't write it."
Might as well come clean. "Oh. I decided to buy the cemetery plots."
"Oh, for Christ's sake." She put down her coffee cup. "That's a lot of money for a plot."
"Two plots."
"Thanks, I'm feeling much better now. $925 per plot seems like a real deal."
"I just think we need something more definite than to be scattered in our front yard."
"Who's going to visit us?"
"I don't know. Maybe your brother or one of his kids."
"We haven't seen them in two years. Why would they visit our graves?"
"I don't know."
Wanda picked up her coffee cup and stood near him. "Look, I'm telling you again, I don't
want to be there. I don't care where you are. This is stupid. When you're gone, you're gone. You
aren't anywhere. Or at least anywhere anyone knows about. Ask for a refund for my half."
"I'm not sure they offer refunds."
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"Well, ask. Or get someone else to buddy up with you in eternity." She picked up her
purse and walked by him to the garage.
When Jacob arrived at work, Keith, one of the office assistants, a taciturn young man
with long hair, held the box containing Michael Dombrowski's documents.
"Wait, I'm not done with those," Jacob said.
"Case got closed. The man died."
"I just saw him."
Keith's eyes questioned him and then moved on. "Well, the dude died. The final summary
judgment, ya know."
"Jeez," was all Jacob could say.
Keith placed the box on a cart and rolled it across the office. Jacob watched the box
telling the man's life story disappear. He wondered if Michael had been ready to die.
As he walked to put his lunch in the office refrigerator, an idea came to him. He looked
up the phone number for Michael's next of kin on his computer and returned to the break room to
dial.
A woman answered.
Jacob was a little unsure how to begin. "My name is Jacob Worthington. I heard about
you son's passing. Your son, right?"
"Who are you?"
"I'm sorry, I should have introduced myself. I work for Social Security. I reviewed
Michael's case."
"Your calling to apologize?"
"No. Well, yes, I guess. I'm sorry it took so long."
"That's an understatement."
"Well, yes. I'm sorry."
"What do you want?"
This wasn't going the way he thought it would. "I was just checking on something."
"That he's really dead?"
"Well, I am a little curious. I thought I might have seen him outside the market in New
Kensington."
"Maybe. He lived near there for the past few months."
"Do you mind my asking? How did he die?"
"He was hit by a train. He was chasing his dog."
"Oh, I'm so sorry."
"The dog was killed, too."
Maybe he could offer both plots, one for Michael and the other for the dog, he thought.
"That's horrible," he said.
"His life was horrible. His dog had a better life."
"Well, yes. I can see that."
"Why again are you calling?"
"I was wondering if you needed a place for him. Ah... a cemetery plot."
"The government offers cemetery plots?"
"No, no. This would be from me."
"You're trying to sell me a cemetery plot?"
"No, no. I want to give you a plot for him."
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"You're donating a plot for him." The woman started giggling, the type of laugh that
returns over and over, stealing the breath, rolling into pain and tears, funny in a way that can't be
explained. After a minute, she could finally speak. "I apologize. This has been a most
entertaining call, but please don't call again. We've already buried Michael."
A few weeks later Jacob woke with a sore throat that progressed to a usual cold.
Normally, he wouldn't have seen Dr. Cristo, but he continued to dwell on his monocytes and saw
his chance to ask.
After the doctor looked into his mouth and listened to his lungs, he typed into the
computer as he spoke. "It's just a virus. It'll go away on its own. If you want, I can prescribe
something for the congestion. You could get the same thing over-the-counter."
"No, I'll tough it out."
Dr. Cristo stood to leave.
"One more thing," Jacob said.
Dr. Cristo's face blinked a second of irritation.
"I noticed one of my blood counts was high. The monocytes."
Dr. Cristo returned to the computer. "This is nothing. I see this all the time. I don't think it
means anything."
"Should we repeat it?"
"It's not necessary." The doctor looked at him for a few seconds. "But we can do it if it'll
ease your mind."
"Yes. I think it might."
A week later, Dr. Cristo sent him another message while Jacob was at work. Jacob's
phone buzzed with the news. "Good news. Your repeat blood counts were normal. Your
monocyte count is now normal. See you next year." Jacob resisted the urge to look through the
results. He felt lighter. Mid-morning hunger drove him to the break room, where he splurged on
two pieces of coffee cake brought in by a co-worker ̶ he reminded himself to thank her but
forgot by early afternoon.
On the way home, he visited the plots. The sale sign was gone. For early November, the
day was warm but overcast, a solid wall of fast-moving low clouds throwing gusts of wind.
Jacob sat on a concrete bench that was positioned under a sycamore, the tree's large branches like
bones overhanging his plot. Today, wind gusts pulled off the leaves of the tree, sending showers
of yellow and brown. The leaves danced around him brushing his cheeks from time to time. He
looked up at the huge branches waving in the wind. With the right amount of force, Jacob
imagined the crack of release in the trunk, his hands coming up to protect his head, the fallen tree
driving him underground. There was no safe place.
In the cemetery office a few minutes later, the salesman's face was fixed. "We don't buy
back plots, I'm afraid."
"There's no thirty-day return policy, or something like that?"
"No, I'm sorry," he said, not sounding that sorry. "You have the right, though, to sell it
yourself."
"Like post a sign on the gravesite with my number on it?"
"No, sir. We don't allow that. You're certainly free to use other means to sell it, like eBay
or Craig's list."
"Really?"
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"Yes, sir. None of our customers have done this, but I have seen some postings."
"Maybe I'll use the wording from your sign out front."
"That would be fine. In fact, you might consider your pricing ̶ you have a chance of
making a profit." The man smiled at him.
At home Wanda stood by the stove stirring risotto. The house was warm and smelled of
food.
"I'm going to sell our plots on eBay," he said.
She remained with her back to him. "Great idea."
"We might even make a small profit."
"Good. I've been thinking we might do something different with the front yard."
"Like what?"
"Let's get rid of those bushes."
"Great idea," he said. "How soon before we eat? I'm starving."

Blameless
- Lois Greene Stone
No responsibility. None. It’s the media’s fault, it’s the manufacturer’s fault, it’s the
physician’s fault. Never mind that Arthur Godfrey’s face on back covers of Playbills of live
theatre productions way, way back in the ‘40's and the ‘50's told us which brand of cigarette he
used so, of course, we should be purchasing the same brand. Yet in tiny print there were
warnings about health risks; polio was the scare and not cancer. No real risk.
Stress, tension, sinusitis, dental disease might cause musclar-contraction headaches, and
television commercials tell us to take extra-strength aspirin. So we gobble tablets to gain relief
but upset our stomachs. Okay, there are tablets for that, too.
We demand to feel as little physical pain as possible. If a physician says no narcotic, we
complain loudly; if we’re given a controlled substance and like the sensation it evokes, and want
more, and told, “No,” then we might doctor-shop until more is offered. Not our fault we had the
operation or accident and experienced pain.
“The Freer and the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery together form the Smithsonian's national
museums of Asian art in the United States. In addition, there’s a Sackler wing in New York’s
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Dr. Arthur Sackler, a psychiatrist, died in 1987 before the current
‘blame Sackler’ for OxyContin crisis today. Why not? We can’t blame a person who totally
insists on minimal physical discomfort and will do anything to find a magic pill for that.
Sackler’s philanthropy has been a boon for culture and the arts, and he did not spread abuse of
Oxy. But society needs someone to blame! Hmmm.
Can we blame the Wright Brothers for the recent Boeing crashes, as, after all, those
brothers did bring aviation to our society? If they hadn’t a hand in air travel, we would not have
planes fail. Maybe we should blame the author of the book 1984 for giving us the idea that BigBrother might watch us one day, and hidden cameras are currently everywhere. Our privacy is
gone because of that book’s suggestion for future things! So let’s rip the Sackler name from
everything as it is his fault we’ve an opioid crisis in our 21st Century! Remove 1984 from
libraries. Curse the Wright Brothers. Just starters.
“Retailers.... use electronic Bluetooth beacons to detect customers’ smartphones as they
enter the store, allowing them to ping shoppers with promotions as they browse – and see where
they linger.” (The Wall Street Journal, April 13-14, 2019, “Big Brother at the Mall”, by John D.
McKinnon) Oh the developers of smartphones ought to definitely be responsible for such spying
on personal habits when we’re going to merely shop for items in a reputable store. A profile on
each customer is then gathered and used, or maybe data is sold to marketers. Shall we go after
the chip, the inventor, the ‘anything’? And our space is invaded with robo telephone calls, scams,
hackers.
Can we get a name, and a big name, and scream, “It is your fault” and demand inventors
be responsible? Is a home artificial intelligence unit really listening to everything we say and
sending out our words ‘someplace’? Lawyers may have to develop working Privacy Bills and get
them passed, yet if we still get ‘tracked,’ can we demand someone who pioneered our current
technology be the culprit?
No responsibility. None.

Darkness and the Snowberry Moon
- Will Reger
The falling darkness draws my eye into it.
The size of the darkness drains my mind.
Figures in that darkness get loose around me,
blind and scattering
into the countryside.
The fire I light against the darkness grows wilder.
The darkness bids me pray and gives me things:
healthy children, apple crops,
security and congratulations.
The darkness descends in its own time,
and I take off my shoes,
prostrate myself.
The darkness offers more mystery than what is hidden.
The darkness plays with its snowberry moon,
All the while tricking me into the open with
a scattering of light, like dust,
and the occasional fall of a star.

Gray Whale
- John Grey
one harpoon scar
breaches rolls
near somersaults
in a loud splash of foam
white and gray
one souvenir of man
explodes from below
into the air that killers breathe
gulps exhales
submerges
swelling and stirring
the sea above
a gray whale
a giant
in all but survival

In the Chugach Foothills, Alaska
- Joshua Medsker
Your air is my breath
heavy and clear
flowing into me, cast down
from Foraker and Denali ̶
a million shades of experience
worn boot-heels
crackling pine branches
moose gazes and snorting ghosts
distant, swat-pawed grizzlies lurking alongside
and my breath quickens with sweat
imparting unspoken knowledge.
I stand in the Hudson
spring, enjoying the acorn tops
and the oaks swaying on a rolling hill
feeling only warm comfort here
waiting in vain for you.

1920
- DC Diamondopolous
A ray of sun struck the copper’s badge and bounced off, lighting up the voting box inside
H. L. Drugstore in me South Bronx Neighborhood. Now washed and mended, I wore the same
blood-splattered dress, patched at the cuff, tattered ‘round the collar, mud stains on the hem. It
showed the scars from when we marched down Broadway, I holding a sign, Vote For Equal Pay
For Equal Work.
It had started a glorious spring day, fresh from a night of rain, splendid with the radiance
of blooming cherry blossoms. Little sister Annie pestered to come along. I told her, “Stay home
with the youngins. You’re too small, and there might be trouble.”
She says, “I’m big enough and I’m a comin.” And so she did, running along the sidewalk,
keeping step with the march. Annie inherited the stubbornness that we McPhersons share.
Hundreds marched. Me arms feeling the ache from holding the poster high above me
head. Women clutched banners that stretched the Avenue. Coppers on horseback, coppers on
foot, looking for agitation ̶ someone stirrin’ the pot.
It did me heart good to protest among me own, knowing our numbers was a force to
reckon with. Still an’ all, we had to keep going, every day, every spare moment spent on the
vote.
A man outside Woolworth’s shouted, “Only vote I give you is a kick in the knickers.”
Someone threw a rock. Glass shattered. Horses reared. Men broke through the lines. Big oaf of a
bloke grabbed me sign, slammed it hard on me head, he did. I fell to the ground.
“Lucy!” Annie’s voice had the shock in it. I sprawled in the street until I forced meself
up. I looked ‘round for me hat. I got to me feet, and, when I did, something hit the back of me
neck, and I tumbled. Slumped on Broadway, staring at the buildings, the raging men, determined
women, the world and all its unfairness swirling then dimmed.
Sirens, distant on the rim of me twilight, wailed, coming as a call to get meself up. On
hands and knees, I was, when a copper kicked me in the chest. With great pain, I grabbed his
ankle and raked short broken nails into his flesh. He shrieked. I rolled a ways over. Stood. For
the sake of me sisters, I held up me fists like Jack Dempsey, but before I could sock ‘em in the
kisser, two other coppers pulled at me shoulders, squeezed meaty hands around me breasts. I
kicked. Sunk me teeth into their fingers. Their red Irish faces flushed with the memory of booze,
their breath foul as the steerage our family sailed in across the sea. They threw me into the
paddy.
Father brought us here after mum died, for a new start, a better life. Working in a factory
twelve hours a day, no windows, low pay, bosses forcing themselves on me. If I’d a had no
father or brothers, I might a hated all men. But I and me family could eat. Back home, how can
you march with an empty belly? So I wrap hopes and dreams and those of me family in the red,
white and blue.
From inside the paddy, I looked over me shoulder for Annie. The riot swallowed her
whole. “Lucy!” I heard her voice shrill as a whistlin’ tea kettle. Across the aisle from where I
was sittin’ a woman with a gash on her cheek bled something fierce. I ripped off me sleeve,
dropped to me knees, and pressed it against the stunned woman’s cheek. Through her tears, I saw
eyes that kindled rebellion. The woman beside her began to sing, “Let Us all Speak Our Minds.”
The others, meself included, joined in the anthem. A copper in the front of the paddy banged his
billy club on the grill and yelled, “Shut-up!” With no mind to the brute, we continued to sing.

Louder. On the floor, a poster encouraged us with the words, Never Give Up. Our voices united,
overpowered our fears, until he unlocked the gate and struck the nearest woman with his wooden
stick.
Annie appeared, her thin arms waving as she ran alongside the wagon. I yelled through
the bars, “Go home.” I, the eldest of six to me parents’ brood, demanded a say in their raising
and sending me brothers off to war.
Head aching, chest hurting, hair falling ‘round me shoulders, me hat trampled somewhere
in the fight. To jail I’d go. A criminal. A dangerous woman. I smiled at the notion, and the girl
who held me cuff to her head nodded as if reading me mind.
The wagon’s siren split traffic with a blaring fright as we drove down Broadway and
turned a corner. The Harlem River glimpsed between outdoor markets, shops, and eateries. Fear
starting to get the best ‘o me. The jail full of suffragettes, it had nowhere to lock us up. So, they
let us go.
A year has passed since the brawl as I wait to vote. I look into the face of the women
around me. Pride. A quiet jubilance. The change in our lives happening in this tiny drab
storefront. I think of the women who fought before us not having the chance to live this day. Do
they know? I reckon they do. I want to believe in something bigger now. That brotherhood will
find the compassion to form a union for all of mankind.
I’m next.
A copper stands beside the ballot box, protecting the case with a scowl and a gun on his
hip. He motions me forward.
I keep me head high as I stride to the glass box. I write me vote in big letters and slip the
paper into the slat as if planting something that one day will bloom. I thank the good Lord for
this day. Knowing that so shall life get better for me, it will get better for all.

Book of Marvels
- Geoffrey Heptonstall
The Universal Dream Book was unknown to me when I came across it by chance. The
only copy I have seen was in the rare books section of an academic library. This was a copy of
the first edition, and surely, I thought, the only one. Later I was amazed to find that it is still in
print. I had supposed The Universal Dream Book to be completely forgotten. Nobody seems to
speak of it, or write of it, although I had used it in an essay as an illustration of the quaintness of
old beliefs about the process and purpose of dreams. I did not expect any reader to believe
without question what was quoted from this curious tract of untested belief. However, I did find
it interesting as a byway of cultural history, revealing how minds can be outside of the rational
way we assume to be essential to our thinking about the world. That world includes the human
mind and its dreams.
The sense of discovery was akin to unearthing evidence of a lost world. Out there in
space is something previously unseen. Such a discovery is likely to arouse conflicting feelings
between the thrill of finding something previously unknown and the regret that what is so
personal to you must be shared with the world. I knew I was going to mention the book
eventually. As I do so now. It has to be shared because knowledge cannot be known by one
person and jealously guarded as such. I need to speak about my discovery.
Published in Baltimore, Maryland in 1804, The Universal Dream Book is a strange and
[perhaps] compelling examination of something we experience every day – or night – of our
lives without coming to terms with what these strange states of mind really are. It is a book not
of reasoned interpretation but of speculative imaginings. As such it has a poetry that pure
scientist cannot offer.
What are dreams? The Universal Dream Book assures us, “Dreams are a figure or
condition of souls after death.” In sleep we are witnessing what will happen to us when we do
not wake. Dreams, according to this way of thinking, are another reality. They are the life
beyond life.
It was a widely-held belief in antiquity that dreams were not states of mind but actual
states of being. It is an age-old conjecture, and one that even a rational mind governed by science
might consider. Dreams often seem real enough. Who’s to say they are not?
We have Freud, of course, explaining everything away. But that leaves us dissatisfied
because we need mystery as well as reason. We want to discover a door we had not noticed
before. We may try to open it only to find it is locked. Then one day, as we pass, we see the door
is slightly ajar. That is why The Universal Dream Book is available even now. We need our
curiosities.
I spend my life in the hope of finding that book, the one that contains marvellous things I
never had imagined to be found within any book that has ever been written. There is no such
book. And yet the hope is of discovering by chance such a book in an appropriately cluttered
bookshop, with galleries and winding stairs, situated in a narrow alley of an ancient town. There
are such bookshops to be found in the world. And there are remarkable books. But the book of
marvels is perpetually elusive.
It is not really a book, of course. It is not a book at all. What can never be found is a
shadow or a whisper [or both], something to follow through cavernous tunnels. No matter which
direction you go down, the end is always a blank wall. And yet the echo of a whisper is heard
again, this time from somewhere behind and not too far away. You turn to look, only to see

nothing but the daylight at the tunnel’s end. Then you are back on the busy street where traffic
and people congest in their everyday routines. All thoughts of finding something marvelous
shattered.
That whisper is from a vaguely familiar voice. The shadow is of someone you recognize
without being able to name. If there is music it is from a song not heard for years. But these
things soon disappear because they are not meant to be known except as hints of what cannot be
known. We do not want everything in life to be explicable. There has to be an area of life that
must be considered as mystery, an area where nuance and speculation have stronger currency
than undeniable fact. Who needs facts? They hang starkly stripped of all dignity, so bare and
raw, like cuts of meat waiting to be seasoned and marinated before roasting. Who needs the plain
and simple facts when the essential truths are complex and elusive?
And yet speculation without evidence produces some sour and often poisonous fruit. The
imagination may wander freely until it reaches the bounds of reason. The quest for mystery may
lead the inquisitive mind into dangerous places. Curiosity should never be allowed to wander too
freely. Once it is out sight there is no knowing what lies beyond the horizon.
The circumstance of the publication of The Universal Dream Book is not clear.
Information about the author is not easily found. What connection Ebenezer Sibly had to
Baltimore is not clear, for he was not an American by birth nor, apparently, by residence,
although there are hints that he had some close connection. Ebenezer Sibly [1751-1800] was an
English physician, originally from Bristol, who had trained in surgery at Aberdeen before
practicing in London. He wrote a number of works that sought to explore and explain the
meaning of things as revealed in esoteric symbolism. A Freemason, he dedicated one of his
books to the Masonic order. Membership was quite common among thinkers of the
Enlightenment. Benjamin Franklin was a Freemason, as was Mozart. Masonic symbolism may
be found in the work of these men, although genius is never bound by one system of thought.
Sibly certainly did much thinking without always applying principles of reason and sense
to his thoughts. A companion to the dream book is The Universal System of Natural History.
This may appear to be a treatise of innocent enquiry, but Sibly’s contention was that, “We must
consider white as the stock whence all others have sprung. Adam and Eve and all their posterity
till the time of the deluge were white; in the first age of the world no black nation was to be
found on earth.” There is, of course, no evidential base for this declaration. It is a fact we know
to be an essential truth that our ancestors were African. But far from the human race originating
in Africa, the first humans, according to Sibly, were white Europeans. A degeneration occurred
after the dispersal of humanity into the dark, inhospitable regions of barbaric wilderness.
Racial theories of this type were not unknown in the Enlightenment, which may seem to
us at times over-civilized and arrogantly so. Sibly was a child of his time who participated
eagerly in intellectual enquiry. His search was for answers to some forbidding questions. He was
one of those who tend to search too eagerly. Sibly’s credulity led him to enquire without
discrimination and without forethought for the prejudice residing in orthodoxy of any kind. He
was credulous in the conclusions to which he leapt above some very uncertain ground.
Sibly was also interested in astrology. His writings on the matter are confused, but he
appears to have cast the horoscope for the Fourth of July 1776, without having apparent motive.
He cannot have known at the time of the future significance of this date in world history. The
news from the rebellious colonies would take some time to cross the Atlantic. Whether it was by
chance or divination, Sibly’s forecast has gained great credibility among those who are

susceptible to astrology’s claims. [Sagittarius Rising is said to be a sign of great change, of
independence and strength of mind.]
How far Sibly’s scribbles can be taken as a coherent system of prediction is a matter of
doubt. One imagines a Faust-like character who, having studied in other fields of enquiry, turns
his mind towards the prospect of power over nature. The quest is Promethean. The theft of fire
from the gods gave humanity a god-like power, but earned Prometheus the unforgiving revenge
of the gods. Sibly’s punishment is an obscurity that has made the task of discovering both the
man and his work so difficult.
That he could write works of universal history clearly indicates someone with an
aspiration to know everything. Sibly seems to have believed his mind could encompass all that
can be known. He sought to steal not only fire from the gods. He sought god-like knowledge of
things. What began as a quest for the symbols of life’s inner meanings became a presumption of
exclusive understanding. That is the ultimate end of occult and the arcane: to know what
ordinarily cannot be known, to be in on the secret of life. That way lies madness or prophetic
mastery [or possibly both in the sense of ‘divine madness’].
Reason asks that we do not seek mastery or madness. Curiosity about life needs to be
tempered by the caution that the curiosity will never be satisfied, not entirely. The mystery
remains a mystery. That is its essential condition. What is too easily discoverable is not worth the
act of discovery. Alchemists searched for the source of transmutation that was the ‘philosopher’s
stone’. This chemical essence was the means of turning base metal into gold. Modern science has
demonstrated the possibility of such a transformation. But that only serves to deprive alchemy of
its nature as a means of revealing what is hidden from everyday appearances. Alchemists do not
wear white coats in clinically clean laboratories: they wear silken robes in secret workshops far
from the world of ordinary occurrences. They are driven not by reason but by passion. They do
not seek knowledge of nature but communion with nature. To the true alchemist the search for
mastery is the justification of the enterprise. The quest for gold is not driven by avarice. The act
of transmutation is an unending quest.
It is the quest for meaning. The gold that is sought is not so much the precious metal as
what gold represents as a measure of value. As an earthly substance it as ephemeral as anything
else in life. ‘Gilded tombs do worms enfold,’ The Merchant of Venice reminds us. But gold as a
symbol of things of enduring value is what the philosopher’s stone truly reveals. A philosopher is
a lover of wisdom. It is wisdom that the alchemist will find whatever else he may seek.
Whether Sibly found wisdom is a matter of speculation. His search for a comprehensive
guide to the universe is not a question of science but of metaphysics. Answering the
unanswerable is not a task for the physician. Sibly was trained to locate symptoms of disease
within the body and the mind. His preoccupation was with discovering a means of transcending
these commonplace facts of nature. Astrology was one route, mesmerism was another. The latter
is the more interesting perhaps for attempting to span the esoteric and the scientific.
The division between the two barely exists in the thinking of a mind like Sibly’s. His
quest for universal truth was clearly – in his mind – based on a gathering of discernible facts.
Reading the stars, reading symbols and reading dreams was an interpretation of evidence as
substantial as a body on the operating table. His speculations were reasonable, given the
evidence of secrets revealed. Mesmerism held its fascination by claiming to unlock the secrets of
the soul.
As a precursor to psychology the system devised by Franz Mesmer has a serious claim on
a place in the history of medicine. It is, however, locked into spurious theories of ‘animal

magnetism’ – fully supported by Ebenezer Sibly. The resemblance to spiritualism is strong.
There is a similar air of pseudo-science. The irrational takes on rational guise in an age where
reasoned intellect and verifiable knowledge were challenging the folk-myths and superstitions of
life when nature was a series of unexplained forces.
In Mesmerism, as in Spiritualism, something unusual and mysterious is demonstrated by
a charismatic, if slightly sinister, figure before an audience willing to engage with the paranormal
in the name not of sensation but of understanding. Yet the prevailing mood is one of dim light in
which shadows seem to have substance. And in the silence may be heard a faint sound. The
shadows and sounds are within the receptive mind of an audience prepared to be astonished and
perhaps alarmed.
The scene is ideal for a charlatan to convince a credulous audience that his works are
genuinely magical rather than stage tricks. An audience that wants to believe will find itself
believing. The charlatan to be successful needs to half-believe in his trickery if he is to persuade
others of his powers. There is no record of Sibly demonstrating the techniques of animal
magnetism, but he wrote of it in one of his ‘scientific’ treatises. He appears to have been sincere
about everything he wrote.
Much of Sibly’s work has long since been disregarded. Facts about Sibly and his work
are not easily found. Even his entry in The Dictionary of National Biography is incomplete.
Discovering who Sibly was requires patient investigation in diverse places.
And who was he finally? To dismiss him as a charlatan is to miss the point, for a
charlatan must believe to some degree in what he propounds even as he knows his claims are
false. We may not believe in the mysterious fluids of animal magnetism. We may not believe
that our destinies are mapped out in the stars. But everyone dreams, and everyone experiences
dreams that do seem like an alternative reality to our waking life. And for that reason, and
perhaps for no other, Sibly hold s some interest still.
Poised between the dense forest of myth and the level plain of fact, Sibly is perhaps a
more recognizably modern figure than we care to think. Ours is not a culture governed
principally by reason, as casual conversation and electoral victories may testify. The confusion
between what we know and what we suppose is easily overlooked when feelings overwhelm
reason. People seek simple explanations for complex matters. Something that seems to make
sense is readily accept as reasonable when in actuality it is no more than conjecture.
Dreams may seem so real, so immediate, that our intuitive response is to reject the notion
of dreaming as a process within the mind and only within the mind. Dreaming has the quality of
actual experience. Rational descriptions of its cognitive function seem to run contrary to
dreaming’s emotional influence.
Sibly’s explanation, although conjectural, may read, like Mesmerism, as an anticipation
of psychology. Sibly’s arabesques of interpretation may be considered an attempt to rationalize
the meaning of imagery created by the unconscious mind. Freud’s explanation of dreams as
forbidden wishes is not too far from Sibly’s supposition that dreams prefigure an afterlife [when,
we may believe, what is not possible on earth is possible in heaven or hell]. To Jung dreams are
communications within the psyche [a communication that must occur beneath conscious will].
Sibly’s notion of an afterlife may be interpreted as a stumbling toward a theory of the
unconscious before such a thing was identified and articulated.
That, finally, is one reason for taking Sibly more seriously than his writings may seem to
warrant at first glance. Out of the realm of unverifiable intuition a schema of the known and
definite emerges. [Wishful] thinkers like Sibly at the same time project and impede the

development of reasoned intellect. There are serious reasons for ignoring Ebenezer Sibly. There
are less serious but not entirely frivolous reasons for being charmed by his vivid but crazed
imagination.

Epistle to God After Ten Years of Not Speaking
- Claire Scott
for my son
I wanted to write white-rage shrapnel-spewed words as weapons
where were you that LA afternoon when he stepped into the street
you who promised to suffer the little children, you counterfeit
god of indifference, I want to rake fingernails across your face
leaving scars that never heal
you can see his twisted body
his plastic cane, his eyes cast down
can you see him toss in bed sheets
tangled beyond the reach of pills
do you see people turn away
as he fakes being a sort-of-a-person
sipping espressos at Starbucks
do you dare look
or do you disappear into the shadows
of chicken-shit cowards
but hold on a minute, maybe I’m wrong
maybe you are a messy mistake-ridden god
not really omniscient, omnipotent
not really able to raise the dead
maybe you too were in agony that afternoon
when one of your children’s life was shattered
I wanted to write in a blaze of fury
a frenzy of blame
but I find I am whispering prayers
the page is wet
the lines blurred
I miss your fresh-faced choirs
I miss water turned to wine
I lay my weapons at your feet
please help him, O Lord
the best you can
and then O Lord
help me

Trees
- Wayne Scheer
what would i
be doing
if i had never
met you
it's like asking
what would
boys do
if there weren't
trees to climb
they'd find something else
to scale
like lamp posts and
old dresser drawers
they'd manage
but it
wouldn't be the same.

How Children See
- George Payne
Children see melodies
crackling, jumping, stretching,
crowding, living
like hummingbird bones taking
off
from a cage of suet.
They see corn,
millet, oats, and sunflowers,
devoured
into the bloodstream, racing
down the arteries of a secret language,
a communication flooding
the transcendent,
and the soft distance
of headlights, as she waits
for him to come back.
Children see storm clouds
and distant planets,
the tendons of other animals
moving about,
and the seconds growing
rarer and more precious
until they are
turned into tiny heart-shaped
sapphires
gently smoothed into
thin, pine needle sharp points.
They see tears,
dampened napkins

and the concealed rot
of a mother's disease.

Lucky Day
- Richard Risemberg
Sitting in a cheap café in the early morning, half an hour past dawn. Sunlight
flooding in the plate-glass window, casting an elongated coffee cup shadow across a
Formica tabletop. The light is brilliant, but weak enough not to glare; the tabletop is
white and stained. Car or delivery trucks pass by, now and then a bus. Also, people
walking, snug in windbreakers or coats, which they will take off and drape over their
arms as the sun rises, and the day warms.
A waitress puts a plate of eggs, potatoes, and two circles of ham on the table and
asks if the customer needs more coffee. He nods, waits for the coffee to be poured, then
adds sugar and cream from cruets on a little plate in the center of the table. It is earlier
than he prefers, but the morning brings a quiet pleasure anyway. His fingers grasp the
coffee cup and revel in its warmth. Outside, a tall, young woman walks by, stops near the
café’s door and removes her coat, draping it over her arm exactly as the customer had
predicted would eventually happen. He can hear a faint clacking of her shoes as she
walks off. It is an auspicious day.
A well-built man around fifty walks up to the café door, hesitates briefly, then
pulls it open and walks in. He wears the shapeless blue pants favored by mechanics, a
plaid shirt under a gray windbreaker, and round-toed shoes that look too big for his feet
but probably aren't. He does not wear glasses, and the customer wonders whether he
wears contact lenses instead, or has perhaps opted for the expensive operation that
corrects nearsightedness.
It has been more than twenty-years since the customer last spoke to this man, and
he was wearing glasses then. At that time, they were rivals for the attentions of the same
woman, and the customer wanted in his heart to kill the man, who was his friend. He did
not, of course, seriously consider enacting his desire. Desire, desire: how it always leads
to trouble of some sort!
The woman, it turned out, was not interested in either one of them, and devoted
the next twelve years of her life to a skinny, plain-faced man who gave her two children
then died in a car crash.
The customer watches the well-built man scan the restaurant, ignoring the
waitress's offer of a seat, till he sees the customer, recognizes him with a slight nod of the
head, and walks briskly to his table. "John," he says. "It's been forever, hasn't it?"
"Too damn long, Larry, too damn long."
Larry sits down without waiting for the perfunctory invitation. They had been
friends for a long time before they weren't; ceremonies were never required between
them then, and are not now. "You're looking good," Larry says.
"Wish that were true," John says. "I'm still the ugly one of the bunch."
"There's not much of a bunch left, is there?"
"We're all still alive."
"Except to each other."
"And except for Amy's husband."
"He wasn't one of us," Larry says.
"He mattered to her," John says. But Larry is right; Amy's husband had always

remained a stranger to them.
When you come together in the throes of adolescence, your friendships are fiercer
than your loves, because they bear less danger of heartbreak. Buddyhood is simpler,
easier than romance. The list of rules for love, for love with lust, certainly, is much too
long for the lazy souls of teenagers. And the rules of buddyhood say that you form a
tribe, and suspect outsiders. Amy's husband, a fellow named Mark, was finally admitted
to be "a good guy," but posthumously, at his funeral. By then they were men, not boys.
And John's rivalry with Larry had already pushed them apart. As had the rules of the
world, which say that you shall earn your bread by the sweat of your brow, and that you
may have to move to some other city to do it. No one, it turned out, had stayed in their
home town, a fading suburb of low-roofed houses on patchy lawns a little too far outside
of Los Angeles. The letter-writing and phone calls had tapered off predictably. Then
came the internet and email making things easier.
"We're all still lazy," John thinks to himself as Larry settles into the booth in the
cheap café. "If we'd had to lick a stamp to set up this meeting, we wouldn't have
bothered. Not that you even lick stamps anymore."
"What's that about stamps?" Larry says.
John realizes he has spoken his thought out loud. He confesses: "I was thinking
how lazy we were. If we didn't have email now, we probably wouldn't be here. You and
me."
Larry purses his lips, which makes him look older than his short gray hair does. "I
guess you're right. Especially you and me. We were pretty stupid back then, weren't
we?"
"Hormones and social programming. Amy was the smart one. Didn't take on
either of us."
"And now her fellow's dead a good ten years or so. You kept in touch with her?
She remarry?"
John has indeed kept in touch with Amy, and is surprised that Larry hasn't done
so also. "I talk to her three or four times a year. Mostly about our kids, or about the old
days. The kind of thing anybody talks about."
Larry nods. "Not about that old stuff, I guess."
"It's not the sort of thing to bring up. I'm married. You're married too, aren't you?
Still with Teresa?"
Larry nods again. "Of course, you can't talk about that. It would look like you
were asking for an affair."
John thinks that he would ask for an affair if he had the courage to break his
wife's heart. "The past is the past."
"And the future is the future," Larry says.
"What do you mean by that?"
"That life is wide open. It's always wide open till you die." Larry looks John in the
eye. John sees the faint rim of the contact lenses on Larry's irises, confirming his
suspicions. John says: "Would you do it?"
"I would," Larry says. "If things were different."
"But you wouldn't do it right now, with your life like it is right now."
Larry shakes his head. "No. Teresa's a good woman, and I like her folks. Her
brother works for me at the shop, he's my partner really. But I can wish."

"Wish that life really was wide open."
"Yeah. I guess it's not. Unless you're an asshole."
John nods. "Sometimes I think," he says, "I would have been happier as an
asshole."
Larry smirks. "The assholes I've known never seemed very happy. Always
wanting something they don't got, always pissing off the people around them. Who wants
to live with the world pissed off at them all the time? Not me."
"Not me either. So why did we stay pissed at each other so long? You and me?"
"Because we were assholes. But only to each other."
"At least we were selective," John says.
Larry laughs. The corners of his eyes crinkle when he laughs. "Time, I guess, to
let bygones be bygones."
"It shouldn't matter anymore. What we did when we were kids. Or young men, or
whatever." John stares into the past, looking beyond Larry, who appears to be doing the
same thing. "Sometimes it's good growing old."
"Don't you miss the loud laughing, all our old pushiness?"
John shakes his head. "Hell, no. If I met my old self now, I'd be annoyed as hell to
have me around."
"'You kids, get off my lawn,' right?"
"Damn right."
"No wonder Amy wouldn't have anything to do with us."
"She never was stupid. And never pretended to be either." John is still thinking
back to the old days. "You know what I remember the most? Think about the most?
Getting up into the mountains, just myself or with you and one or two others. All of us
getting so tired hiking that we just shut up at last. No girls along. Burnt food, or cold
food. The high country."
"Where it was always quiet," Larry says. "Just the wind, maybe water flowing.
The peaks all gray above the tree line. Long views and quiet. Do you still go?"
"Went five or six years ago. Took my kid. He's not the same, he was scared, I
could tell, but he wouldn't admit it. Every time a squirrel ran along a tree branch, he
would jump. Haven't gone since."
"Everyone's scared these days. We ought to go up there, you and me. Just for
ourselves. We've both stayed slim."
John considers the thought. It could work out. He says so.
Larry brightens up, smiles. "The season's just started. Let's plan on it. Something
easy and nearby."
"Condor Flat maybe. Sure. That was our good place, wasn't it?"
"We never went back after that last time, after the old guy had died up there."
"I don't believe in ghosts. Do you?"
John shook his head. "We were just impressionable. We'll go. We'll go this
season. Before we get much older."
"It's a deal. For old times' sake."
"For our sake. Fuck old times."
Larry nods. "Yeah. Fuck old times. Let's find out who we are now."
"I'll check the Park Service website tomorrow. I guess we'll have to pay a fee
these days."

"We can afford it. I'll clean out my garage. I've got all my old gear. Call me
tomorrow. A real phone call, not a text."
John nods. Larry calls the waitress over. "My treat today. To celebrate not killing
each other when we were young and stupid."
"Okay. My treat next time."
"It's a deal."
They go through the rituals of parting prescribed for men of their age and station
in life. John stays behind, nursing a cup of coffee, after Larry leaves. The sun has risen
higher, and the shadow of the coffee cup is short on the white tabletop. It is no longer
elongated, but looks like the plain coffee cup that it mocks. John turns the cup so that the
handle appears in the shadow, making it perfect. Maybe he will call Amy tonight and tell
her about it. Maybe she'll be happy to hear it. Maybe they could all be friends again, now
that all that other stuff is officially over with. It could turn out to have been a lucky day.
You never know.

It Ain’t Easy Being Green
- Emily-Sue Sloane
After I wrote a poem that was part mocking, part serious about “green” fanatics in
Brooklyn, I noticed guilt washing over me each day as I drew my New York Times out of its blue
plastic wrapper. On snowy or rainy mornings, the paper was double-wrapped for protection. I
began collecting those plastics and taking them to the box in the bottle recycling room at the
grocery store, not knowing for sure whether these were the type of plastic bags that qualify for
recycling.
Even so… The guilt grew. The days when I read only the Opinion section or worked on
the crossword puzzle, but not much more, were the hardest.
Every day, as I placed the newspapers into the recycling bag we keep on a chair in the
dining room, I felt the planet’s woeful stare and heard a tsk tsk of disapproval. It finally got so
bad that I decided to take action. You would think it would be easy to find subscription
information on a newspaper’s website, but not so The New York Times. In desperation, I opened
a chat with an entity I suspect was a robot. She then handed me off to another department. I’m
almost certain this was an actual person, though one never does know. After receiving profuse
thanks for my being a loyal customer, I had to restate my reason for chatting: I wanted to end
delivery of the physical paper and switch to an online subscription. After a series of exchanges to
clarify my order and an additional note of gratitude for my business, the representative indicated
the change would be effective immediately. This was it. I was now an online-only customer.
I felt the satisfaction of having followed through on a decision that would reduce my
carbon footprint, my drop in the bucket to counter the climate’s warming spiral. For years, I
prided myself on sticking with the printed newspaper, and I bonded with one or two friends over
our attachments to the physical paper. I worried for a second about their judgments, but then
remembered the greater good.
The next morning, when I opened the blinds of the window with the best view to the
driveway, I peered out, half hoping to see the paper there. It was not.
I realized with some discomfort the ways in which my morning routine would now be
disrupted. I wondered how many days it would take me to stop looking for the blue plastic
wrapper on the driveway. And I wasn’t clear on whether I was relieved or bereft at the prospect
of no longer having to don outdoor gear appropriate to the weather to fetch the paper.
I would need a new strategy for reading the news on a computer or phone screen. Though
I figured I would miss paging through and landing on items I might never have otherwise found,
I was fairly sure I could get used to a different way to discover interesting information. As with
all new technology, you just have to retrain your brain and your hands, and you’re off to the
races.
Before I settled down to my not-so-cozy computer, I peered outside again, feeling a little
sad at having no excuse to venture out and gaze at the morning sky, listen to the birds and smell
the air. To my surprise, there on the driveway was the unmistakable blue plastic wrapper. I
quickly donned shoes, jacket and gloves and raced outside. I picked up my paper and hugged it
to my chest: reprieve!

I Love…
- James Piatt
the simple sounds of waves
continually rushing onto a sandy shore
bringing in briny memories from the deep
where man has no jurisdiction.
the heated rays of the sun that never
end, which carry prayers in the ether high
above my head where man has no ability to
censor.
the happy chirping of colorful birds
singing high in trees of a verdant forest, out
of the reach of the moderns where man has
no ability to kill.
Previously published by Page & Spine

No Vacancy
- Taylor Stuckey
Empty words
cannot describe
the lack of empty
in a shell
of a man.

Over His Morning Coffee
- Jamie Dedes
Over his morning coffee he sat,
dreaming of yesterday’s spring
and the hill country of his youth,
remembering summers of peace
and autumn days when he thought
life a forever thing. The world lay before
him then, a ripe field awaiting harvest.
Now beside this sad cup, a winter hand,
so withered and so gray, an old man’s
hand he barely recognized as his own.
Then his gaze found her playful smile.
In the hazel warmth of her eyes he
felt like spring again, the rich loam of
her love yielding a gentle harvest of joy

High Adventure
- Janet Amalia Weinberg and Margaret Karmazin
Once again, Ken McCabe was sprawled on his living room couch remembering
the man he used to be, the man who thrived on challenge and believed he could handle
anything. What a joke, he thought.
He had heard about IT – the mysterious force that struck out of nowhere and left
victims damaged or dead – had even seen what IT had done to two of his buddies, but
Ken figured IT would never get him. Till IT did.
I’m good for nothin’ now, he thought, IT may as well come back and finish the
job.
“Are you having a pity-party again?” his wife Josie called from her chair across
from the couch. She had been reading but had a knack for sensing when Ken was sinking.
As a soccer coach, she had helped a generation of teens learn and grow from losses but
couldn’t seem to help her husband. “I’m tired of seeing you laying around all day.”
” Yeah, well that makes two of us,” he grumbled.
A few months earlier, Ken was alone in a remote, mountainous region. He used to
spend weeks at a time in the wilderness; nothing made him feel more alive. He even
earned a good living, testing gear and writing for outdoor magazines. As the night forest
closed in around him, he sat by his campfire and thought about his wife. Not many
women could have put up with Ken’s solo trips but Josie understood. She called him her
“Mountain Man” and told him his adventures kept him sexy.
In his mind, he was remembering how beautiful she’d looked the night before he
left. “Jose” he’d said, “I don’t know what it takes to keep me turned on for thrity-five
years, but Babe, you’ve got it –
And that’s when IT struck!
Ken's reverie shattered. His insides seemed to shatter as well. When he came to,
he was on the ground with a mouth-full of dirt. Whatever had attacked him was gone but
he knew what had happened; nothing but IT could have jumped him like that. “Why
me?!” he roared inside, too weak to make a sound. When he stopped fearing each breath
was his last, he crawled over to get his rifle, in case there were grizzlies around. Then, for
the first time in his adult life, he called for help.
Normally, Ken wouldn’t have been caught dead with a phone or any of the
gizmos so-called outdoors men rely on. “Security blankets,” he called them. A cellphone
would have been useless anyway, there wasn't a cell tower for miles. But he had been
commissioned to field-test a new satellite phone. And he had it with him! It was
incredible luck. Oh god, he thought, this better work. Then he shut his eyes, took a
steadying breath and hit “ON.” When he got a signal, he almost wept.
Within hours, he was helicoptered to a hospital where they subjected him to more
doctoring and tests than he’d had in his whole life. After a week, he went home with
prescriptions and warnings to take it easy for a while. He also took home something else
that was new for him: fear.
Everything changed after that. Ken’s usual easy-going, good nature turned edgy
and defensive. His first morning back from the hospital, Josie made his favorite breakfast
of home fries and eggs and fussed over him as if he were an invalid. Her good intentions

only made him feel worse. “Your job is already too much for you,” he said. “The last
thing you need is a husband who can’t handle anything anymore.”
“Come on!” Josie chided. “You're my Mountain Man; you can handle anything."
“There are no more mountains for me,” he said. “I probably can't even make it up
a hill.”
“So handle that,” she said.
He shot back, “Save your pep talks for your little girls,” and stormed from the
kitchen without finishing his coffee.
They stayed home a lot after that. Ken canceled two trips he'd been looking
forward to, one to the Rockies, commissioned by Gray's Sporting Journal, and another to
Alaska, for Outdoor Life. When the doctors said he could resume moderate activities, he
still felt too vulnerable. I can’t go anywhere, he told himself over and over, I'm done for.
One afternoon, Mitch Womack, a retired Army man who lived next door, stopped
by to borrow a table saw and wound up staying for a game of Scrabble. Mitch was
gloating over his seventy-three-point lead when Martha Schmidt, another neighbor, came
to the door, flushed and breathless.
“IT got Evelyn!” she announced. “The ambulance just took her.”
“Oh no!” said Mitch. “What happened?”
Ken listened as the others talked about “poor Evelyn” but when they started on
“poor Rob,” another recent victim, he’d had enough. “Can't anybody talk about anything
else?” he shouted.
There was a moment of stunned silence, then Josie put a calming hand on Ken’s
shoulder and invited Martha in.
“It's like we're in a game of whack-a-mole,” said Martha as she joined the others
at the table. “And we're the moles. Whack! Whack! Whack!” Her voice escalated with
each repeat. “You know IT’S going to get you sooner or later, and there's not a thing you
can do about it.”
“You can change your attitude," Mitch suggested with, what Ken saw as the man's
usual smirk of superiority.
Ken used to be too comfortable with himself to be bothered by Mitch's habit of
one-upmanship; now it inflamed him. “Are we supposed to like getting picked off one by
one?” he said.
“’Course not,” said Mitch, slightly less smug. “But I look at it this way; facing IT
is like being out on night patrol back in Nam. Remember how it felt with the Cong out to
get us in the dark?”
“Yeah,” Ken cautiously agreed.
“Every cell in my body went on full alert.” Mitch leaned back with a look of
satisfaction. “Man,” he said, “talk about feeling alive.”
That hit Ken's defensive button again. “I don't need a lecture about facing danger.
I've done it all my life.” Or used to, he added to himself. “This is different.”
“Is it?” said Mitch.
There was that smirk again. Ken wanted to argue but, as much as he hated to
admit it, maybe Mitch had a point.
Soon after, IT struck again. Ken found Josie slumped on their front steps, dazed

and drooling. He snapped back into take-charge mode and drove her to the hospital.
Hours later, when he finally returned home, he sat motionless in the dark living room,
feeling scared for her; for himself as well.
Eventually, he phoned the kids who, as it turned out, were both too busy to come.
Then he called Nora Engel, Josie's best friend, and she came right over with a frozen
casserole. Nora had had her own run-in with IT that left her with limited vision. She’d
had to give up her career as an orchestral violinist but could, at least, still get around by
herself.
While the casserole warmed, they sat at the kitchen table and talked. Ken choked
up as he told her about Josie. “Wasn’t it enough for IT to ruin me?!” he moaned. “IT had
to go and ruin poor Josie too?! He used to sneer at men who let themselves get
emotional, and now it was happening to him.
Nora laid a comforting hand on his arm. “Knowing Josie,” she said, “she won’t let
IT ruin her.” The implication that he had let IT ruin himself was not lost on Ken but he
didn’t protest.
Josie bumped the hall table and almost knocked over the umbrella stand when he
brought her home. “I can't even walk anymore,” she cried.
She looked so helpless, he couldn’t bear it. There was a time he might have
steeled himself and tried to be strong. Now he took her in his arms and clung to her.
There were tears in his eyes when he let her go. He tried to turn away before she could
see but Josie kissed his wet cheeks. It would take months of therapy before she could
speak clearly again but she was able to make him understand that she loved him like this.
For a while, IT didn't attack anyone else he knew. Ken still felt vulnerable but
started taking walks and fixing things around the house. When the Fire Department
sponsored a fund-raising dance, Josie didn't have to push hard to get him to go. She was
walking and talking better and announced that it was time to have fun again.
The band sounded good, and people were already dancing when Ken and Josie
arrived. He got her seated, went to fetch a couple of beers, and came back to find his wife
dancing with Mitch. They seemed to be having a grand old time, almost too grand, he
thought. But Josie hadn't danced in so long, he didn’t want to spoil her pleasure. Nora
was seated alone at a side table so he took the beers over to her.
As soon as he noticed her vacant gaze and the golden retriever at her feet, he
realized IT must have attacked again. “I’m so sorry,” he said.
“IT got my eyes for good this time, but IT still couldn’t get me,” Nora said,
sounding surprisingly upbeat, “It ain’t been easy, but I'm the same look-on-the brightside gal I’ve always been.” She took a sip of beer and added with a wink, “If not better.”
Then she turned serious. “The funny thing is, in spite of all I’ve had to give up, I’ve never
felt so grateful for what I have. Like my pal, Jagger.” She nuzzled the dog. “I love him
like you wouldn’t believe. And I never even wanted a dog before.”
Ken considered her with admiration. “I've got to hand it to you, Nora. I used to
think facing a grizzly took guts but that's over in minutes. You’ve got to face what IT did
to you, day after day – that really takes guts.”
The next morning he went out for groceries and on the way back, decided to stop
at Connolly's Hardware for a gasket to repair the bathroom sink. Josie had been after him
to fix it for weeks. He was looking forward to the project when he got home. “Guess

what, Jose?” he called. When she didn't answer, he gripped the counter for support. He
knew: IT got Jose again, and this time she won’t survive. He was right.
After a while, he called the kids, who were both out of town, and then Mitch and
Nora who both came right over. They poured him a strong shot of the bourbon he kept in
the cupboard and took care of everything until his children could arrive, which was good,
since for several days he could hardly make himself move.
In spite of his grief, Ken was able to remember the Unitarian minister whom Josie
had met when she volunteered at the teen center. “She's not one of those fuddy-duddy
types,” Josie had told him. “We talk about everything ̶ evolution, reincarnation. Even
sex.” Now the minister, a large woman with flashing eyes, gave a stirring eulogy.
“I will miss Josie," she said, "but I know she lived well to the end. In fact, as her
outside wilted, her inside bloomed with the peace that most of us can still only yearn for.”
It’s true, Ken thought, Josie did become deeply spiritual after IT attacked her. In
spite of how difficult it was for her to cope – or maybe because of it.
Ken noticed how many of the mourners were wounded. His neighbor, Evelyn,
was in a wheelchair, Martha Klempt, the librarian, was using a cane, and Bill Tomanek,
the plumber, was severely stooped. Ken felt sorry for them until he remembered
something Josie had said: “Don't feel sorry for me. My life isn't ruined now, it's just
different.” Then she'd rolled her eyes and grinned, “Boy, is it different.”
“Mama would have liked the service,” said Amanda, his daughter. She had been
vacationing in Florida when her mother was attacked. Ken agreed, though it did little to
make him feel better.
Nearby, Ken Junior stood quiet and closed off as usual, probably lost in the
technical world he regularly escaped into. Ken thought of putting his arm around his son
and saying he'd missed him but before he could act, the younger man nodded and walked
away.
Weeks passed; the house echoed with emptiness. Ken heard the heat in the
baseboards, mice in the walls, water dripping – water dripping? He dashed upstairs to
check the sink he had never gotten around to fixing. It was still leaking and the ceiling
tiles in the spare room beneath it had a spreading rust spot. This time Ken knew he
needed a real plumber.
He thought Bill Tomanek, who’d been at Josie’s funeral, had probably retired after
the beating IT gave him but called him anyway.
Bill answered on the first ring. “Wellllll...” he stalled, as if needing time to decide,
“I'll do it as a friend. Besides,” he added, “I've been meaning to come over anyway to see
how you're doing.”
Bill showed up in his old Chevy truck, wheeling his toolbox instead of carrying it.
Ken brought a ladder, and Bill climbed up and removed some ceiling tiles to uncover the
pipes. “One of them’s shot,” he said and spent the next two hours replacing it.
Ken noticed that the man moved with caution and sometimes winced but he got
the job done and seemed pleased about it.
“Want a beer?” he asked when Bill was done.
“Sure,” said Bill, washing up at the kitchen sink.
“So how's it going?” said Ken as he handed the man a Rolling Rock. “I thought
you might’ve retired after --” he paused, uncertain Bill would want to talk about what IT

had done to him.
“After IT turned me into Quasimodo?” Bill finished Ken’s sentence. “I sort of
retired.”
“And you’re all right with that?” Ken asked.
“There’s a lot I can’t do anymore,” Bill said as he cracked open his beer, “but I do
what I can. I was bone-tired of putting in sinks and toilets anyhow. Now I mainly consult
on complicated jobs for other plumbers. And only if I feel like it. Like I just helped a guy
draw up plans for a hospital emergency room. He never could’ve figured it out by
himself.” Bill took a swig of beer, then continued. “And one of these days I might take a
trip to Hawaii to see my sister,... or New Zealand,...”
Ken broke in. "Aren't you worried IT' will get you again?”
Bill seemed to think about, then shrugged and said, “Maybe I better do it while I
can then.”
Ken smiled and raised his beer can for a toast. “To doing it while we can!” he
said. And for the first time since he'd lost Josie, he forgot to feel sorry for himself.
That evening, Ken threw all his leftovers together and came up with an interesting
stew. After dinner, he leaned back in his recliner and thought, Josie would’ve told me to
ease up on the hot sauce. He used to balk at her nagging; now he missed it and nagged
himself. She wouldn’t approve of all the time I log in this chair either.
As if telepathically, he heard her respond. “You got that right.”
“What do you expect?” he said with knee-jerk defensiveness and reached for the
TV remote.
But the Josie in his head wasn't finished and, like the real Josie, she knew just
how to get him. “I think you're scared IT will come after you again.”
He protested but she wasn't finished. “It’s probably your toughest challenge ever
but you’ve spent a life-time getting strong enough to face IT.”
Ken hadn’t looked at it that way before. Something inside him shifted; his old
confident self seemed to wake. “Damn right!” he said.
Settling back into his chair, he remembered a river he had always wanted to fish.
I could manage the hike, he thought. And I bet I could swing a gig, testing fly-fishing
gear. He pictured himself, thigh-high in water with the satisfying heft of a reel in his
hand and the twitch of a trout on his line –
Suddenly, fear shattered the image. IT could get me out there! he thought.
But this time he did what he had always done in the face of danger; he stopped,
took a calming breath, and considered the situation. If IT does come, I'll deal with it, he
told himself, and went back to planning the trip. It could be an adventure, not of his own
choosing perhaps, but then adventures are like that. I could ask Junior to join me. It
would do the boy good to get outside.

Credit Cards and Catch 22
- Lois Greene Stone
I don’t exist, but I’m sent a credit card because I do – and have – existed. And it must be
used to be active, yet it can’t be used until I become a new user!
Remember when the phrase “Catch 22" evolved after a 1961 book came out? Its
interpretation: conditions must be met before an event can happen yet the event must happen
before the condition can be met: a no-win situation.
A major newspaper’s business section discusses marketing/investments, often noting
national retail chains and bankruptcy, decline of malls’ foot-traffic, and increase in online orders.
“How can we bring back the consumer?” is a question often raised in board meetings as CEOs
are caught in a dilemma.
A national chain department store sent me, by mail, a ‘replacement’ crimson-colored
charge card, I did not request, which included the newest identity chip. I activated, signed, put it
into my wallet, and found that a single item to purchase would be 20% less if I swiped the
crimson at a specific physical store. The service center clerk noted the chip, remarked that these
were new and safer than the swipe-cards and I’d be saving $8, but, she added, the card wasn’t
valid as it hadn’t been used in two years.
I had not even had it for two weeks, much less two years! She phoned someone, read
embossed digits, my name, and repeated the card isn’t active. The expiration date into the future,
and the ‘chip’, plus the newest ‘color’ for the plastic suddenly meant nothing.
Catch 22? A credit card was sent to me with no former notice and with instructions to
tear up my existing card. The store wants customers, and I’m just that. An inactive card, but
definitely newly-produced with chip, cannot be activated unless used, but can’t be used unless I
open a new charge account but a newer-newer card would then not even have the same number
as the new card just sent. And, according to the clerk, every bit of paperwork must be new as
well.
The clerk asked for my driver’s license and typed in the information on her computer so
I’d have a new account; then my Social Security number was provided but with a lot of
hesitation. When she asked my income for a line of credit, I said to put the smallest amount
down as I was not giving my income – identity theft seemed quite ripe here. She said she could
not complete the process without my income. Then, did I own a house? At that point, I asked for
a manager.
The latter played dumb about billing procedure, yet must enjoy the title of manager. I
explained the catch 22, produced a valid card with a valid expiration date, and that I didn’t
request it but had previous accounts so that’s why it came. But she held her body language in a
closed position and said I must complete the income information and get a new account. I asked
if she had a coupon for the 20% as the come-ons appear almost weekly in the local newspaper.
She said I could buy the item, then come back to the store on Friday as on Friday there would be
discount coupons for all customers even those who don’t get the flyers in the newspaper. I could
return and then re-buy at 20% off!
I refused to complete the computerized questions, and was upset with myself for taking it
to the level where my Social Security number was entered, even hearing,” Nothing is saved as
the account didn’t go through.” Yeah. Am I now to believe that?
Maybe department stores are failing because there are few clerks, fewer dressing rooms,
and one must carry garments a distance to find a cubicle with poor lighting and single mirrors.

Gone are the payment desks in segmented areas, and one must now find a ‘universal’ service
center that could be quite a walk with garments in one’s arms. Maybe, also, because vanished is
attention to the shopper, and the good-will to encourage a potential buyer to feel content about
the store itself.
The media reports downsizing, people laid off, malls becoming outlet stores to survive,
and so forth. Maybe a “people perspective” is a bigger reason than CEOs consider!
Previously published in go60.us, 2017

Playground
- Samuel Swauger
I haven’t forgotten what we were like then,
when I couldn’t see over the kitchen table
and plastic sliding boards burned my legs.
We never thought about the discomfort, it happened
and off we ran with our make-believe soldiers.
It was instinct to take your hands and
rub chalk on the asphalt together,
laying on the rocky forgeries
of a Dr. Seuss book and
squinting at the animals in the clouds.
Our school has long since been derelict.
The parking lot is lone and level now,
eroded to graphite hues.
At some point I learned to hesitate
and grew taller than my mother.

Sea Glass
- Elizabeth C. Holleman
When the stain of dawn releases me from sleep
I seek the empty beach beyond the dunes.
Alone on flat, white sand, red colors the sky
Mirrors the water. A kaleidoscope of color expands.
Blue and green sea glass glistens, invites me into the shallows.
Gentle waves wash in, erase my dreams, slip out, tug me
Toward the horizon, a rhythm old as earth, as breath.
Salt air expands my lungs, fills my heart. I am a granule
Mica-flecked, a tiny part with sandpipers, periwinkles
I long to be a dolphin, flashing.

The Many Weathers in Everyday Skies
- M.J. Iuppa
Driving West on county roads, every
bend switches up, a bit closer to sky,
to wind downshifting in fields where
puddles shrink in ruts, and that rusty
tractor turns up stuck in the snare of
mud; yet, no one has come back to
see if it ran out of gas, or seized
up like a rabbit’s heart and stopped
dead ̶ left there in the center of
forty acres, waiting to be lifted up by
seagulls that found it (a temporary
resting spot) in the commotion of
wings ̶ and we think that today’s sun
is too bright and heady, and clouds
in the distance look like rain falling
before passing overhead; and we
wonder if anything will be
different come tomorrow.

Meanings Without Words
- Marty Marcus
Marie stopped at the open hatch of the plane before entering. She allowed other
passengers to go ahead of her while her eyes ran over the plane’s skin for signs of dents, rust, or
peeling paint. Even if she noticed any of these blemishes, she knew she would not turn back.
After all, if it was some flaw she could actually see, the airline certainly must be aware of it and
be unconcerned.
Marie felt she was probably no more anxious in the air than most other people. Certainly
she was not one of those psycho fliers who had to be sedated or needed psychological counseling
beforehand. It was true that rough turbulence always made her heart thump, but not to the point
of getting sick or screaming out to the Lord as she had heard a few people do in her travels. Still,
although knowing nothing whatever of actual aviation safety standards, she took some sense of
comfort if the outside of the plane showed no signs of neglect.
This was not superstition on her part. No rapping three times on the cockpit side as she
entered. No lucky charms on her, not even a religious ornament over her heart. Pity the poor
traveler who saw misfortune looming around every strange new corner. Superstition was for
fools. As always, however, Marie now took a deep breath before stepping from land-based
boarding ramp to winged wheels.
She was pleased to see nobody occupied the two adjacent seats. Although she didn’t
mind airborne conversation with strangers, a row to yourself in coach was an unusual luxury.
She was on her way to the National Scrabble Championship being held in New York City. It still
sounded silly to the average person ̶ the National Championship of Scrabble®. Silly to seek
the championship of something with a brand name, something that must have the little ® register
mark after it every time you wrote it down. Silly like wanting to be the champion of, say,
Listerine®, or Victoria’s Secret®. But she knew well that it was far from silly. Experts from all
over the English-speaking world came together to see who was the best at this game of
considerable skill and knowledge. Not to mention the first prize of $25,000. Marie was currently
ranked among the top players in North America. She had a decent shot at a big prize and the
honor among peers that came with it.
Settled into her window seat, Marie removed the small size traveler’s Scrabble set from
her carry-all and held it on her lap. After take-off she would set up practice situations. Keeping
her mind on Scrabble was a fine way to keep it off of any disturbing sounds or sensations that
might come up during the flight.
Her thoughts were so focused it was several minutes before she became aware that she
had a late arriving seat partner. A long hand, the skin an ashy color she was sure she had never
seen before, an older hand, a woman’s, placed itself on the armrest between them. Marie
examined the hand a while before she looked up to see an amazing face staring unapologetically
into her own. The eyes were large and deep – if eyes may be described as deep. The hair straight,
long, dirty-white, interrupted here and there with rust-colored strands. No make-up. The face was
creased, but in such a way that each crease seemed to tell an important story. And the color of
the skin...what did it remind her of...firewood that has smoldered out?...ash grey but still with
enough brown life to be rekindled.
And then a voice, a really strange voice, and yet not surprising from such a face. “I could
not help but notice your Scrabble game,” it said. It, too, seemed as if it had been burned some
time ago, perhaps more than once. It was low and smoky, but musical, too, like a well-used cello.

“I adore Scrabble,” it said.
Marie could not take her eyes from the depths of the other’s. Looking into them made her
think of a bus tour in the Alps when she had stood peering down the crevasses of a mountain, too
far up to see bottom, and a bit risky to be standing so close to the edge.
“How about a little game,” the voice said, “after we reach cruising altitude?”
“A game?” Marie said, as if hearing it from another part of the plane. “What game?” She
mentally jumped backward from the twin crevasses, forcing her eyes to establish a more normal,
neutral seat-mate’s distance. “Oh,” she remembered. “Oh, you meant Scrabble. You want to
play? Yes, sure, of course.”
The plane leveled off and turned its nose east. After she had set up the board and racks on
the tray table Marie said, “I should warn you, I am a pro at this game.” She meant to go on in
explanation, but the woman interrupted.
“No need to warn me. I know. But this will just be for fun, won’t it?”
Marie was puzzled and a little irritated by this person’s smugness. She felt her eyebrows
go up. “But how would you know that I’m an expert?”
The woman just gave her a small smile for answer then introduced herself. “My name is
Virgilina.” She held out the ashy hand.
Oho, a name to go with the face and voice, Marie thought not very nicely as she took the
hand in hers and gave it a limp shake.
“And yours?”
How come you don’t know it, mind reader that you are? Marie felt like saying. But then
she said politely enough, “It’s Marie. On my way to the national Scrabble tournament, actually.”
The woman, Virgilina, nodded then said in her knowing way, “Yes.”
Marie’s bitchy thinking finally spilled out in her words. “You knew that?”
But Virgilina did not seem to pick up on her sarcasm. “No. No, not exactly,” she said in
earnest. “How could I? I did not even realize there was a national Scrabble tournament.”
Now Marie felt a little ashamed of herself. She tried to make it up. “Oh. I was guessing
maybe you were a contestant on your way to New York, too. There are hundreds. We don’t all
know each other.” The seat belt light went out, triggering the general sighing and relieved
mumbling that always takes over a flight at this point.
Virgilina played first. She put down the letters o,m,e,n. Marie took hardly a moment to
think about it then easily hooked her w, creating the word women across and a second word,
woorali, down. With the fifty-point bonus for using all seven of her letters, she was already
ahead by 80 points to 12.
“Ah, delightful,” said Virgilina. “Woorali, one variant of curare, you know. A poison
used by Indians in South America. On the tips of their arrows. It’s quite lethal, I understand.”
Marie confessed that she had not known what it meant. Tournament Scrabble players
could not waste time learning the meanings of the thousands of obscure words they play. Most of
those words were useless in conversation anyway: words for rare plants or obsolete coins and
such. Words like xylol, conepatl or cwm. Only the spellings and parts of speech were necessary
to memorize in order to play the game. She had never before felt any guilt about not knowing the
meanings. For the first time she was being made to feel a little ashamed and even ignorant by
this know-it-all stranger. And she resented it.
Virgilina carefully placed the letters d, e, a, t, h, the d beginning under the i of woorali to
create a second word, id.
“I’m sure you are familiar with that word,” Virgilina remarked.

“Death?” Marie said. Her feeling of resentment was quickly changing into something
else, something odd. Her skin seemed to be moving and the center of her stomach, too.
Virgilina laughed. “Id, my dear. That Freudian thing. You must know that.”
“Oh.” Marie mentally kicked herself. “Of course, you meant id, not....” ...she swallowed
the word “... death.”
Marie thought awhile before her next move. She had an easy choice. The exotic word
eldritch placed through the d of id for a 65-point play. So why was she hesitating? What was the
meaning of the word eldritch, anyway? She remembered only that it was an adjective and could
not be extended by her opponent. She placed it down. Damn it, if told what it meant, this time
she would not admit to this woman that she didn’t know it.
“Dear me,” Virgilina said, her huge eyes growing impossibly big. “I am impressed.” But
she didn’t claim to know the meaning of the word this time.
Marie’s confidence perked up some. “You can challenge my play if you think the word is
a phony,” she suggested. “I have a dictionary with me.”
“Eerie,” the woman said quietly, as if to herself. She turned slowly, and stretching her
long neck seemed for a moment to be appraising the far end of the plane where the cockpit was.
“What?” Marie said. “Did you say eerie? What is it? What are you looking at? What’s
eerie?” She heard a little panic in her voice. She felt a clamminess at the back of her neck.
“I’m sorry,” Virgilina said, turning her attention back to the game. “That word,
eldritch...it is a very old word which I believe has that meaning.”
“It means eerie?”
The woman who called herself Virgilina smiled even more slightly than before in answer.
She also appeared now to be uncomfortable about something. Or was Marie just imagining it?
Deciding that there was a definite need to lighten the mood, Marie said, “I’ve always
been a word person. But you seem to know a lot about obscure words. You must be a teacher or
something.”
“It isn’t the words that I know so much, but the meanings.”
Marie began an automatic laugh, but stifled it when she realized Virgilina had said this
not as a joke. In the uneasy pause that followed Virgilina made her next play, placing the letters
p,a,n,e,l.
Marie stared at the word feeling a chill race at her heart. Panel. She recognized the
anagram immediately. “You could just as easily have played p,l,a,n,e,” she said, a real tremor in
her voice now. “Great. So far you’ve played the words omen, death, and the anagram of...
plane.”
A loud muffled noise came from outside, a sound like a heavy object falling. It was
accompanied by a violent shuddering of the walls of the jet. The tray table jumped, sending the
Scrabble tiles flying. Then a long minute of wary calm. Nobody in the airplane was speaking. No
message from the cockpit. Just waiting. And silence. Through the windows, sudden darkness
where there had been bright sunlight.
The plane jolted sideways. Overhead compartments popped open. Someone’s camera
dived from the open cabinet and struck Marie a glancing blow across the temple. A solitary
woman’s shriek from somewhere up front. The voice of a young child saying, “Mommy, are we
gonna die?” Still no explanations from the cockpit. Marie was shivering, the bump on her head
throbbing.
Virgilina took both of Marie’s hands in hers. “Look at me,” she said slowly, deliberately,
“and listen.”

Marie did as she was told.
“You must know the meanings first, before you know the words. You must never know
the words without knowing the meanings.”
“I won’t,” Marie said, nodding her head rapidly. “I won’t ever again if....if,”. ̶ she
couldn’t believe her own words ̶ ”you can get us out of this.”
“I...?” Virgilina’s deep eyes deepened further. She held Marie’s wild, expectant look for a
seemingly endless moment. Finally, with an almost imperceptible nod, she produced another of
her small knowing smiles, this time with a weary edge.
The 757 gave a last slight shudder, then, as though nothing at all unusual had occurred, it
seemed to glide enginelessly through a sun-bleached sky.
The plane’s speakers crackled on. From the cockpit in jocular southern speech: “Folks,
your crew doesn’t know what that li’l ol’ fuss was about back there a few minutes ago. Tell y’all
the truth it’s a bit of a mystery to us. But, be assured, everything’s copacetic now.”
Marie, still gripping her seat partner’s hands as if frozen to them, silently mouthed the
spelling of the pilot’s word. C, o, p, a, c, e, t, i, c. Alternately, c o p a s e t i c. An adjective.
Common enough. She thought she knew its meaning. It meant no problem, or something like
that, didn’t it? Or did it? She felt dizzy with doubts. In the spell of this strange woman she
doubted that she had ever understood the real meaning of anything. She knew one thing, though.
She knew she might never be able to play Scrabble again. Copacetic? Copacetic? What the hell
is it? She was trying to find the meaning at the very bottom of Virgilina’s eyes.

The Magi Wore the Union Label
- Tom Fillion
“Can you fix the TV?” my wife, Jenny, asked from the family room.
I was in my office trying to figure out how and why Twitter had blocked and temporarily
suspended me. I had wasted the entire morning, which is my usual writing time, falling into an
apparent rabbit hole of tweets. Once again, I was outraged by our Totalitarian President. The
latest outrage was an edict that the doctors and workers at CDC, the Center for Disease Control,
couldn’t use seven words in their documents. It reminded me of the comedian George Carlin’s
Seven Dirty Words routine from the 1970s. Trump’s seven dirty words were: Vulnerable,
Entitlement, Diversity, Transgender, Fetus, Evidence- based, and Science-based. Huh? Why
were those words being shit-canned? It didn’t make sense which in the Trumpian world made
complete and absolute sense. Carlin’s seven dirty words you couldn’t say on television were the
stock in trade words of every middle-schooler’s insults dealing with bodily functions and regions
and stuff your mother should never hear.
I used a few of Carlin’s words you can’t say on television answering my wife. Not only
was my Twitter account blocked because Twitter incorrectly assumed someone hijacked my
account and was sending the same Tweets with Trump’s Seven Deadly Words compared to
Carlin’s Seven Dirty Words, but the ‘fucking’ internet was down, too! “Unplug the cable and
plug it back in,” I yelled from the hinterlands of my office to my wife. That was the extent of her
technological skills, and she was proud of it. She hated technology. I hated it, too, but only when
it didn’t work properly.
I did the same with the router in my office: turned it off, then on, then waited for the
router to light up like an artificial Christmas tree. A few lights blinked and turned green which
was a promising sign, but one in the middle remained amber. I checked my email to see if the
internet was connected. Amber was not only a caution light, but on the router it functioned as a
red stop light. There was still no internet service. The FCC had just overturned net neutrality a
few days before. Had it only taken the Trump administration a few days to screw up the World
Wide Web?
Our landline was bundled with our cable and internet. “What about the telephone?” I
asked stepping out of my cocoon and into the family room.
Jenny checked for a dial tone. “It’s dead.”
I looked outside. We lived in Florida. It wasn’t hurricane season. The sky was blue. The
temperature was in the mid-70s. What the heck was going on? Why was this happening right
now? My wife was watching one of her favorite movies, Love Actually, and the screen went
dead. The time indicator on the cable box flat lined. Time had stopped.
“What are we going to do without our diversions?!”
The whole area must be out I concluded.
“Maybe the Russians or the North Koreans hacked us.”
“Call the neighbors and see if they lost cable and internet too,” Jenny suggested.
“Good idea.”
I used my cellphone from a different digital provider and called the neighbors across the
street. Their landline worked, but there was no answer because they were out of town at their
North Carolina cabin so I left a message. “We lost cable, internet service, and our landline. Just
checking to see if you did, too; but if your phone is taking messages, then I’m guessing you
didn’t. Thanks. Talk to you later.”

I called the neighbors behind us next. Same thing. No answer. I left a message on their
landline and cellphone. I came to the same conclusion though as I had with the other neighbor. I
couldn’t leave a message unless their phone was working.
The last resort was to call our cable company and see what the hell was going on – if the
whole area was experiencing a black out or what? I had no idea what number to call because we
no longer got a paper bill. We were on Auto-Pay which had turned into Auto-Nothing. There was
always a customer service number in small print somewhere on the multiple page summary of
taxes and other charges. Now, with Auto-Pay, the monthly charge was automatically pocketed
from our checking account. I didn’t know what to do or who to call. I felt disoriented and
confused.
I would have checked the website, but I couldn’t get on the internet. My iPhone had the
same problem. It couldn’t find the server. Finally, I searched through all my emails and found
one from the cable company concerning the Terms and Service changes that I automatically
agreed to by not responding to the email. There was a customer service number in the fine print
at the bottom of the email. I called the number.
“Thank you for calling us. Your call will be answered in the order it was received. All of
our representatives are currently serving other customers. Please stay on the line. Your
approximate wait time is fifty-five minutes.”
I used a few of George Carlin’s Seven Dirty Words you can’t say on television, but you
can say over the phone to a robo-lady.
“We know that your time is valuable so if you’d like to leave a call back number, press
1.”
I left my cellphone number and went and sat in the family room with my wife. She was
multitasking before the blackout, watching her favorite movie and addressing Christmas cards.
She continued with the cards, but the silence was awkward.
My mother lived down the street and had the same cable company. “I’m going to call my
mother to see if she has service.”
“That’s a good idea,” Jenny said as she addressed another card.
Mom answered her landline immediately which meant the obvious.
“Our cable, internet, and landline just went dead. I was checking to see if you had
service.”
“I just turned on the cable,” my mother informed me.
My cellphone rang., another call coming through.
“I’ve got to go. It’s the cable company calling me back.”
I was surprised that my call had been returned so quickly. It was Justin from the cable
company.
“Is there a blackout in our area?” I asked Justin.
“No, sir. What can I help you with today?”
“We have no cable, internet, or landline service. Everything went dead.”
“Let me see if I can help you with that,” Justin said.
“That’s why I called. I’ve already turned the router off and waited a couple of minutes
before turning it back on. Still nothing. There are a few green lights blinking, but one of them is
amber. Nothing’s working.”
“Yes, sir. How about the back-up battery? Is it on?”
The back-up battery and power source were on a wall back in my office. To get to them I
had to pull out my computer desk with wires and cords connected to the printer, router, and

laptop. Next to that was a box of computer paper and a trashcan with a shredder. All this was in
the way. It had to be moved in order to help Justin get us back online so Jenny could see the
ending of Love Actually. I had the cellphone in one hand. It wasn’t easy moving all that stuff
with the other hand, but I managed to do it.
“Can you pull the battery out of the back-up power source? Sometimes doing that will fix
it.”
“Okay. I’ll try that, but it’s kind of hard to get the cover off. “
I got down on my arthritic knees and fiddled with it for a minute or two. Finally the cover
came off, and I found the battery. The light to it was still on, and the power source was still
plugged in so I unplugged it from the outlet to prevent Jenny from making a 911 call – but wait,
there was no landline, and she didn’t know how to use my cellphone.
I yanked the wires from the battery and waited a few minutes until I reconnected. “Okay.
It’s plugged back in,” I informed Justin who had been silent for the duration. Everything was still
off. “Nothing.”
“I can see that from here,” Justin replied.
“You can?” He could see it wasn’t working from wherever he was in the continental US
but couldn’t get it working. I think God has kind of the same problem dealing with his or her
creation.
I pulled the battery out again and waited anxiously for the amber light on the router to
turn green. All the other lights blinked green except for one. It appeared to be on the verge of
turning green. I willed it to turn green so we could return to our world of instant gratification and
entertainment. The lights were like bulbs on a bush from Dylan Thomas’s poem “The force that
through the green fuse drives the flower” and the amber light needed a kick-start from Justin at
Comedy Central, I mean, Cable Company Central.
“I’ll have to schedule a technician to come out,” Justin finally admitted.
“Okay. Just get this thing working. The sky is blue, and all our screens got no view. The
telephone, too!” I replied.
“Yes, sir. I can have someone out there by December 21st at the earliest,” Justin offered.
It took a moment for that to sink in. Today was December 16th.m“What the George
Carlin 7 words you can’t say on television are you talking about?!”
“All our technicians are booked up until then.”
“You gotta be kidding me. My wife was trying to watch her favorite movie, and the
screen went dead. You can’t get out here for five or six days! That’s incredible! “
“If there’s a cancellation we can move it up, but right now that’s the best we can do.”
I was flabbergasted. We didn’t lose power or cable service during Hurricane Irma, but
with near perfect weather the whole cable bundle didn’t work. “I really hate to change
companies…”
There was only one other company that provided cable, internet, and landline service. It
was like our present cable company. Both had been bought by other U.S. cable companies. My
email service had changed to another company, AOL, owned by Verizon, but I kept my Verizon
email address because I had it for years. Verizon sold its Florida operations to Frontier.
“We can try to escalate the repair,” Justin consoled me.
“Yeah, ‘escalate’ it. You don’t have to wait to get the bill paid. I don’t think we should
have to wait five or six days to get back online and have cable service. I want the bill adjusted if
we’re going to be out for that long.”
“I can transfer you over to customer service to take care of that,” Justin replied.

“Yeah, sure, whatever,” I said contemplating going cold turkey on cable, internet, and
phone service for almost a week before Christmas.
While I waited to be transferred… We had a few DVDs to entertain ourselves with. I had
figured out how to use the DVD player, which entailed using several remote controls and
manipulating arrows in the correct directions. On the wall next to the television console was our
shrine of videotapes stacked three feet high. There was nothing to play them on though. The
VCR had turned carnivorous years before and had to be humanely destroyed.
“This is Maxine in Customer Service; how can I help you?”
I had to go through the whole spiel again with Maxine. Even though the opening remarks
always say the conversation may be recorded for quality assurance purposes, she wasn’t privy to
Justin’s and my previous repartee.
“I can see the repair order here,” she said after I explained the scenario.
“It won’t be fixed for six days. What kind of a Mickey Mouse organization are you
running here? I don’t really want to change companies because I’ll lose the email address I’ve
had for years.” To me my email address was sacred like a confirmation name that bound me, not
to the spirit of the Catholic Church, but to the far-flung bandwidth empire of a
telecommunications giant.
Maxine was unmoved. She had heard this plight from other disenfranchised customers.
“If there are any cancellations, the order can be escalated. “
I loved the sound of ‘escalated.’ It filled me with hope and enthusiasm. It made me think
of escalators at an airport moving people from ticket counters or kiosks to airsides and then on to
their destinations all over the world. “That’s what Justin told me before he transferred me to you.
I’d like my bill adjusted for the days we won’t have service. “
“Yes sir. I can help you with that.”
But that was all a masquerade. I had been escalated all right. Justin passed me off to
Maxine for a specific reason, and it wasn’t for quality assurance purposes. It was to get rid of me
and answer his next complainant.
“I can’t do an adjustment on your bill until I know the day your service is restored,” she
said.
“And when will that be?” I asked right before hanging up in disgust.
In the family room Jenny stared at the blank screen. Love Actually had turned into
Nothing Really.
“So what did they say?”
“It should be fixed by the 21st of December.”
“What?!”
“Yeah, I know. What a Mickey Mouse operation! That’s what I told the lady.”
“There’s someone at the front door,” she said.
I turned around. Sure enough, someone was at the front door trying to ring the bell that
didn’t work. It was something else that needed to be fixed even though there was a door mat
from a novelty magazine that said, KNOCK LOUDLY THE DOOR BELL DOESN’T WORK!
The door had two vertical glass panels so I got a good look at the guy before I ran him
off. My first impression was that he was one of those guys who walked the neighborhoods
looking to do yard work or trim trees, none of which needed to be done. The guy wore a hat,
long pants and had a full beard. Just what I didn’t want to deal with at the moment. I prepared to
give him his walking papers as soon as I opened the door.
That’s when I saw the cable van parked in the street. I was shocked. We had been

escalated!
“I just finished a job down the street,” he said. “I was a couple blocks away so I picked
up this job.”
“Come on in,” I welcomed him, still dumbfounded at his presence. “I’m glad to see you!”
“Most customers are, unless they’ve already changed companies by the time I get there,”
he said.
“Who is it?” Jenny asked.
“The cable company showed up.”
He walked into the living room, and I pointed him toward my office where the router and
backup power supply were located.
“He looks like one of the wise men,” Jenny said before he got to the hallway.
“Yeah.”
“Hi. I’m Ben,” he introduced himself. Ben was wearing a T-shirt with an IBEW logo on
it.
“He might be one of the Magi,” I said.
“Yeah, with that beard.” Jenny put out a manger scene every Christmas on an antique oak
buffet; the shepherds, Joseph, and the Magi with beards like Ben’s.
” You’re in the union?”
“I’m shop steward.”
“Cool,” I said, confident that he’d have it fixed quickly. I took him to my office where
everything was torn apart because I had followed Justin’s directions. Ben immediately saw the
wall where the Backup Power Supply was attached. He chuckled.
“That’s a relic. I have to replace those all the time. No brainer. Got it out in the van.” He
turned and went back outside and returned with a new power supply and his tools. I went to the
family room and sat with Jenny.
“You might be able to see the end of Love Actually,” I said. “We lucked out.”
“Yeah,” she agreed.
In ten minutes Ben had the new backup power supply attached to the wall. Life appeared
to return to normal. Ben came out of the office.
“There’s still no cable,” Jenny said. The television had a blank screen.
“I’ll check the box on the outside of the house,” Ben said. “That must be where the
problem is.”
“Okay.” I showed him to the back door. The outside hook-up was on the other side of the
house.
“I guess it wasn’t the power supply,” I said when I came back in.
“What do you mean?”
“He put a new one in, and it still doesn’t work.“ We sat on the couch and waited
anxiously. Ben came back in.
“I’m still not getting a signal there,” he said.
“What?” I looked at Jenny with dismay.
“The problem is at the substation,” Ben said.
“Where is that?” I wondered.
He gave the location. It was a few blocks away on the corner property of an evangelical
church. There were large panels in gray obelisks that stood near the road. I had seen service vans
parked there on occasion. Multi-colored wires inside the panels looked like a big cauldron of
spaghetti.

“Those panels control this whole area. I’ll be back in a few minutes.”
I rolled my eyes.
“I hope he can get it fixed,” Jenny lamented.
“Me too. That will really suck if he doesn’t. I’m beginning to wonder.” While we sat and
waited for Ben, lo and behold, Love Actually came back on. A few minutes later the Magi
returned bearing gifts not of frankincense, myrrh and gold but of restored cable tv, internet, and
our telephone landline.
We were relieved and jubilant. I had a few other questions now that he was here. “Is that
a smart TV? I have Netflix on my computer and phone. I’d like to get it on that television.”
Ben looked at the television. “No, sir. You can get a hook-up that will make it a smart
TV. It comes with software, and you plug it into the UBS port. “
“Another question. I want to get some movies that are Blue-Ray.” I pointed to the DVD
player above the cable box. “Will that play Blue-Ray discs?”
He walked over and checked the DVD player. “No. Blue-Ray is a newer technology. A
Blue Ray player is backward compatible. It will play your DVDs but that won’t play Blue Ray.”
“So I just need to get a Blue Ray player, and it will do DVDs and Blue Ray? Do I need to
get a different cable box?”
“No, just get a Blue Ray player and plug it in just like your DVD player.”
“Man, all this stuff is complicated,” I said.
Ben shrugged his shoulders indifferently.
“Oh, I forgot to ask you. Why did we lose all our services, and no one else around here
did? I’m really curious.” I expected a lengthy explanation or perhaps a mystical one, like gospel
singing from the evangelical church knocked it out.
“Loose wire.”
“What do you mean?” All this time spent on the phone with Justin and Maxine and
kneeling on bad knees for a loose wire?
“Yeah, that was it. Whoever was in the panel the last time loosened your wire. Well, I
gotta go. I’m all booked up.”
“Are most of your customers happy to see you when you show up?” Jenny asked before
he departed.
“Yeah. People are happy to see me because they know I’m there to give them something,
not take something away from them and cut off their service.” With that the Magi left.
“We just got escalated,” I said.
“Yes, we did,” she agreed.
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Pennsylvania Review, Speculative Edge and Another Realm. Her YA novel, Replacing Fiona,
and children’s book, Flick-Flick & Dreamer, published by etreasurespublishing.com are
available on Amazon. Her artwork can be seen here: http://margaretkarmazin.blogspot.com/ and
in various literary magazines online and in print.
Margaret lives by a lake in northeast Pennsylvania with her kind husband and two cats,
surrounded by woods and bears and other wild animals. When not writing or painting, she reads
literary and contemporary novels and anything she can get her hands on about the paranormal.
Len Kazmer, born and raised in Chicago by parents of modest means, was blessed with gifts
that have served him well. The first is curiosity, initially about how things worked; this led to his
teaching himself about electronics, astronomy, and physics. The second, related to the first, is the
strong desire to pass on his knowledge, however limited, to others. These efforts caused the
development of a number of demonstrations along with a variety of slide and tape presentations
on scientific subjects which he presented at local schools, libraries, and astronomy clubs. An
offshoot of this work was the need to generate a number of pictures, thus came an interest in
photography. The third gift is his love of music. As he often says, “A day without music is like a
day without love.”
David Macpherson is a retired internal medicine physician living on a small farm in western
Pennsylvania. After a career of medicine devoted to U.S. veterans, he began writing fiction. His
work has appeared in Scarlet Leaf Review, Adelaide Literary Journal, Front Porch Review, Rind
Literary Magazine, Everyday Fiction and Typehouse Literary Magazine. Opinion and memoir
pieces have appeared in the Pittsburgh Quarterly and Lowecroft Chronicle. For a few hours each
morning he faces a keyboard and computer screen with a sense of hope. For the remainder of
most days, he mills hardwood logs from his land to fashion into pieces for family and
friends. The story in this issue of Front Porch Review was prompted by a cemetery plot sale

sign posted near his home. Of note, the sales price listed in the story has dropped to less than one
hundred dollars.
Eventually each of us comes to recognize his or her unique life assignment. For Marty Marcus
it has been to prove that every one of his myriad fears, up to and including death, could somehow
be made light of (he even wrote a comic novel about the Great Depression, Hollywood Park).
Influences: Romain Gary (The Dance of Ghengis Cohn), Bruce Jay Friedman (Stern), Hitchcock,
Serling. Marcus has also written some mordant poems, essays and non-fiction books including
one in which he admitted to "a heart the size of soda cracker." Marcus’s wife/best friend, Sue,
who does not have the same sense of humor ‒ although an excellent one nevertheless ‒ may be
pleased to see herself noted here along with their four adult children, nine grandchildren and
ageless dog, Rupert Jr. Marty and Sue Marcus live in Northfield, Illinois, a place on the map.
Joshua Medsker had his first work published in his late teens in the literary magazine at Alaska
Pacific University, submitted by his best friend without his permission. As honored as he was, he
didn’t consider poetry again for a long time. Joshua was on a mission to be a music writer and
spent the rest of the 90s doing a punk zine, trying to get published in the weekly alt-paper, The
Anchorage Press. After graduation he traveled, seeking some unnamable freedom. Along the
way he worked as a journalist, an English teacher, barista, art model, tree-cutter, and bookseller.
In 2001, Joshua had his first publication streak, followed by ten years of toiling in
obscurity. Happily, that drought is behind him. His current companions as an English teacher,
poet, and visual artist are his lovely wife Leigh and a menagerie of semi-wild animals. To see his
creative work, visit: www.joshmedsker.com
Joan O’Sullivan is a retired executive from one of the world’s leading insurance brokers,
Marsh & McLennan. She and her husband, John, reside in Bloomingdale, Illinois, and enjoy
travel, volunteerism, cooking and reading. Her goal in life is to fully enjoy retirement after
forty-five years of labor.
Joan and John are proud sponsors of the renovated Blythe O’Sullivan Studio Theatre benefiting
the students at Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois. The theatre was dedicated on June 1, 2013, in
memory of their daughter Blythe, class 2004. Their volunteering activities focus on the homeless
(Pads) and on women and their children victimized by abuse.
Joan finds the benefits of retirement far exceed the excitement of endless conference calls,
airport delays and annual budgets.
Deonte Osayande is a graduate student at the University of Detroit Mercy studying for a Master
in Liberal Studies focused in Creative Writing. Before he found his love for poetry, he spent
seven years running track and field, five of which for the UDM Titans. He enjoys sports, art,
music, wildlife and random adventures with the kids in his family. He takes pride in his younger
nieces, nephews and cousins. A majority of his time is spent reading, writing and studying
poetry, an art form he picked up at age twenty and has found himself to be passionate and
talented with. Deonte is a former presidential ambassador for UDM and a two-time Dudley
Randall Poetry Contest winner amongst other successes. His work can be found in Quantum

Poetry Magazine, Requiem Magazine, Curbside Splendor, Red Poppy Review, Emerge Literary
Journal, and Wayne Literary Review.
J. R. Paradiso is a recovering academic in the process of refreshing himself as a photographer
and writer. A recipient of the Freedoms Foundation's Leavey Award for Excellence in Private
Enterprise Education and a retired Professor at an Illinois' college, he holds graduate degrees in
both Business Administration and Philosophy. To visit his online gallery, please go to
www.jamesparadiso.com
George Cassidy Payne is an essayist and poet from Rochester, New York. His work has been
included in such publications as the Hazmat Review, MORIA Poetry Journal, Chronogram
Magazine, Ampersand Literary Review, Allegro, Red Porch Review, Tea House, The Angle at St.
John Fisher College and 3:16 Journal. George’s blogs, essays and letters have appeared in USA
Today, The Wall Street Journal, The Atlantic, the Havana Times, the South China Morning Post,
The Buffalo News, Syracuse Post Standard, and Rochester City Newspaper.
James G. Piatt is a Pushcart and Best of Web nominee whose poems were selected for inclusion in The
100 Best Poems of 2016, 2015 & 2014 Anthologies, and the 2017 Poet’s Showcase and Yearbook. He has
published three collections of poetry: The Silent Pond (2012), Ancient Rhythms, (2014), and LIGHT
(2016), as well as 1,000 poems. His fourth collection of poetry will be released this year.

Will Reger was born and raised in the St. Louis, Missouri area. He has been writing poetry
since the 7th grade and has published in a wide variety of print and online publications. Most
recently, Front Porch Review, Chiron Review, and the Paterson Literary Review have accepted
his work. He has a Ph.D. from the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, and currently
teaches at Illinois State University in Bloomington-Normal, Illinois. He lives in Champaign,
Illinois, with his wife, Mary, with whom he has raised four children. When he is not teaching or
writing poetry, he collects flutes, plays flutes, and sometimes even writes poems about flutes.
Richard Risemberg was dragged to Los Angeles from Argentina as a child, and has been
working there in a number of vernacular occupations since his teens while writing poetry,
articles, essays, and fiction, editing online 'zines, sneaking around with a camera trying to steal
people's souls, and making a general nuisance of himself, which is his forte. He's survived long
enough to become either a respected elder or a tedious old fart, depending on your point of view,
and is still at it. It hasn't been easy for any of us.He has published stories, poems, and essays over
the years in journals as diverse as Snowy Egret, Juxta, Terrain, Empty Mirror, Switchblade,
Ginsoko, Mystery Tribune, and Scarlet Leaf, and has two "literary mystery" novels out there
somewhere.
Wayne Scheer has locked himself in a room with his computer and turtle since his retirement.
(Wayne's, not the turtle's.) To keep from going back to work, he's published hundreds of short
stories, essays and poems, including Revealing Moments, a collection of flash stories, available
at http://www.pearnoir.com/thumbscrews.htm. A film adaptation of his short story, "Zen and the
Art of House Painting," can be viewed at http://vimeo.com/18491827. He's been nominated for
four Pushcart Prizes and a Best of the Net

Claire Scott is an award-winning poet who has been nominated twice for the Pushcart Prize
(2013 and 2014). She was a semi-finalist for both the 2014 Pangaea Prize and the 2014 Atlantis
Award. Her first book of poetry, Waiting to be Called, was recently published by IF SF
Publishing. Claire is a psychotherapist with a private practice in Berkeley, CA. She lives with
her husband in Oakland, CA and has two children, two children by marriage and five
grandchildren. All of which keep her wonderfully busy!
Emily-Sue Sloane lives on Long Island, New York, where beautiful natural landscapes offset
crowded roadways and far-too-abundant stores, if you just know where to look. She recently
retired from a career in business magazine and scientific journal publishing, affording her the
time to revive her long dormant writing practice. She does yoga, walks three to four miles a day,
reads voraciously and is always ready to travel, whether to discover new places or revisit familiar
favorites. She is her singer/songwriter wife’s biggest champion and reliable roadie. Writing
poetry helps Emily-Sue to observe and think more clearly and to frame her personal experience
— and personal truths — within a more universal, sometimes humorous, context. Her poems
have appeared in Medicinal Purposes, Literary Review of the Performance Poets Association
and Creations magazine.
Lois Greene Stone, writer and poet, has been syndicated worldwide. Poetry and personal essays
have been included in hard and softcover anthologies. Collections of her personal items/ photos/
memorabilia are in major museums including twelve different divisions of The Smithsonian.
Samuel Swauger is an author and poet from Baltimore, Maryland. His favorite poets are Frank
O'Hara and Anne Sexton. His website is samuelswauger.com and his Twitter is
@samuelswauger.
Lois Wagner was born and raised on the south side of Chicago and now resides in La Grange,
IL, a western suburb just outside Chicago. Lois has come to find senior citizens to be of special
interest to her, even more so as she approaches her sixty-fifth birthday. After many years of
caring for her mother and helping her husband care for his aging parents, she has a new
perspective on the act of aging. You might say she finally sees the beauty in growing old. Lois
volunteers at her local Senior Center and finds great happiness in engaging her clients at the
Center in the lively art of conversation.
Janet Amalia Weinberg, when she was younger, was a psychologist and was active in the
movement to overturn sexism. When she turned 60 and became aware of ageism, she edited
an anthology of positive, empowering views of later life (Still Going Strong; Memoirs, Stories,
And Poems About Great Older Women, Routledge). Since then she co-led a conscious aging
group and presented a paper on conscious aging at the New York State Society of Aging. Her
short stories and articles have appeared in Room, Long Island Woman, Psychology Tomorrow,
Evening Street Review, New Age Travel, Bewildering Stories, Children, Churches and Daddies,
Long Story Short, Calliope, Mused, Ascent Aspirations and elsewhere. She lives in upstate New
York and does not have a cat.

Submission Guidelines
We publish thoughtful, provocative fiction, poetry, essays and visual arts.
Submissions are accepted year-round.
∙ If accepted, submissions may appear in any quarterly issue.
∙ Biographical information will be requested for accepted submissions.
∙ If your submission was previously published, please cite the reference.
∙ Simultaneous submissions should be accompanied by a statement stating so.
∙ If your work is accepted elsewhere prior to our evaluation, please notify us.
∙ No erotica or works which rely on explicit language or gratuitous violence.
∙ All work must be original and in English.
∙ Fiction and essays can be up to 5000 words.
∙ No novel excerpts
∙ No memoirs
∙ No genre fiction; e.g., horror, science fiction, mysteries
∙ Fiction should deal with critical, universal aspects of human behavior.
∙ Essays can be on any topic but must express a reasoned opinion.
∙ Poems should have strong images and concise, evocative language.
∙ Visual arts which elicit the comment, "How interesting!" are desired.
∙ Submit visual arts as .jpg files; do not send .tif or .bmp files.
∙ Accepted visual arts may be reduced to fit the available space.
∙ Prose and poetry may be accompanied by one or more relevant photos.
∙ Mac users, please be sure that your files are readable by Windows 10.
∙ This magazine does not currently pay upon publication.
Accepted material will be edited. If changes are deemed significant, the contributor will be
notified and given an opportunity to accept the changes or request that the piece be withdrawn
from publication.
Send submissions to gphillips938@comcast,net Send 1 prose piece, 1-5 poems, or 1-4 photos at
a time. For prose or poetry, type or paste your submission into the body of the email message.
We will not open any unsolicited print attachments. Photos, however, should be sent as
attachments. Include your name and e-mail address.
Please expect to wait up to one month for a reply. Occasionally, with email, there are technical
difficulties. We cannot be responsible for delay or loss of submissions. To check on the status of
your submission after one month has passed, please send a message to
gphillips938@comcast.net.

By submitting your work to Front Porch Review, you grant us the right to archive your work
online for an indefinite period of time. You retain all other rights. Once the issue featuring your
work has been published, you are free to republish your work as you wish, online and/or in print.
You are also welcome to create a link to Front Porch Review from your personal Website.

